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Chapter 41 – Blood Soaked Jasmine (3) 

Yun Che had already quickly calmed down inside. But from what the young girl said just now, combined 

with her muttering before, there were a few phrases that stuck out to him. This princess.... Absolute 

God Slaying Poison... Heavenly Profound Treasure... 

She called herself a princess? Was she a princess from a certain empire? 

And what is Absolute God Slaying Poison? I knew all the poison in the world on the back of my hand, 

how could I have never heard of this name? 

And this Heavenly Profound Treasure.... Grandfather said that my birth parents were being hunted 

because they carried a “Heavenly Profound Treasure” with them, and the words “Heavenly Profound 

Treasures” were a kind of frightening taboo! And from what this girl said, she was clearly talking about 

the “Sky Poison Pearl”. Is there actually more than just one Heavenly Profound Treasure? 

But Yun Che didn’t inquire about any of these questions, nor was it time for asking. He hesitated a little, 

and finally said: “Little girl, I don’t really understand what you are saying. But since you finally woke up 

from such a long slumber in the Sky Poison Pearl, could you tell me your name?” 

Facing Yun Che’s inquiry, the girl’s complexion and gaze didn’t shift, as if she hadn’t heard him at all. But 

after a short while, she nevertheless answered Yun Che’s questions. Moving her pink and tender lips, 

she muttered an icy cold word: “Jasmine.” 

“Jasmine?” Yun Che smiled, his gaze carried honest appreciation: “Jasmine is cute and petite, has a rich 

aroma, and is beautifully white without imperfections. This name really suits you.” 

“White without imperfections?” The girl’s complexion of pain slowly abated, her lips slightly curled and 

tilted , forming an ice cold angle. At this time, a wave of cold breeze passed by and made her scarlet hair 

flutter in the air. A emerald colored leaf fell in the wind, and was caught in a grip by the girl: “I am 

Jasmine, a Jasmine that had been dyed red with blood!” 

As the girl loosened her grip, the previously intact leaf had now became a pile of tiny flakes, and fell out 

of her hands accompanying the wind. 

“....” Yun Che’s heart experienced a bone-freezing chill he had never ever felt before. 

Those tiny flakes dispersed with the wind, and when some of them flew toward the girl’s body, an eerie 

scene appeared before Yun Che’s eyes.... As those flakes touched the girl’s body, they actually didn’t 

cling onto her, but passed straight through and scattered behind her... 

“!!!!” What is this? Don’t tell me, this girl’s body is actually... Ethereal? 

No! If she was ethereal, then how could she have picked up the short knife and catch that falling leaf 

just now? Is it that she can touch something willingly, but can’t be touched otherwise.... a semi-ethereal 

body? 

“Your question, this princess had already answered it. Now, it’s time for you to answer this princess’ 

questions.” Jasmine’s black gemstone like eyes stared straight at Yun Che’s. The impeccably charming 



gaze, however, was like a razor-sharp knife, and pierced straight into the deepest part of his heart and 

soul: “Where in the world, did you obtain the Sky Poison Pearl!” 

“My master passed it on to me. However he has passed away, and I don’t know where he obtained the 

Sky Poison Pearl either.” Yun Che said directly. Facing this girl’s gaze as clear as a diamond, he had a 

terrified feeling that he shouldn’t lie about even half a sentence. So he simply answered the truth 

directly.... since in this case, the truth was probably worthless to her anyways. 

The girl stared into his eyes for three whole seconds, then finally fluctuated a little. Using a icy cold tone 

that shouldn’t belong to a twelve or thirteen year old girl, she plainly said: “Sky Poison Pearl, ranked fifth 

in the seven Heavenly Profound Treasures; limitless inner space, can counteract all poisons, refine all 

ingredients. When appeared for an instant one thousand and three hundred years ago, the whole world 

turmoiled to obtain it, then it disappeared without a trace. I didn’t expect, that it actually landed into a 

wastrel with forever broken Profound Veins’ hands! And even fused with your body! What 

ridiculousness. I don’t know whether this Sky Poison Pearl had lost its spirituality, or its spirit had 

thoroughly become insane!” 

Seven Heavenly Profound Treasures.... Ranked fifth? 

The girl’s brow that was like a waning moon suddenly sunk, a wave of ice cold murdering intent 

solidified and tightly caged Yun Che’s body: “If the Sky Poison Pearl would even fuse with a wastrel like 

you, there is no reason it wouldn’t fuse with this princess!” 

Hisss!! 

A flood of cold gale flew toward Yue Che, and his back violently crashed into the tree trunk behind him 

before he could even react. The girl’s charming face full of murderous intent was now only a foot away, 

and her left hand tightly gripped on his throat, 

“You....” Yun Che opened his eyes wide, and his face rapidly turned ghastly under the excruciating 

suffocation. 

“I’ll give you two choices.” The girl’s absolute stunning features were now full of dreadfulness, and every 

word from her tender voice is chilling: “Your first choice, obediently turn over the Sky Poison Pearl to 

this princess. The other is that this princess will take the Sky Poison Pearl from your dead body after I 

take your life!” 

Although the young girl’s hands were undoubtedly supple like tender jade, it rigidly constricted his 

throat, and rendered him unable to move at all with excruciating pain. However, his face didn’t show 

even the slightest fear or panic, instead spoke dully with his weak and hoarse voice: “I choose the 

second choice, quickly kill me now.” 

The girl’s lovely eyes narrowed, and sneered: “You think I* wouldn’t dare to?” 

As she was speaking, her fingers abruptly tightened. Five lines of frightening blood prints immediately 

appeared Yun Che’s neck, and his complexion became even more anguished than before. However he 

curled up his lips, and smiled with a ghastly white face: “If you really wished for me to die.... then just 

now... you wouldn’t have saved me despite risking the poison’s rebound!” 

Jasmine: “......” 



Yun Che stared into her eyes, and continued as his face contorted with pain: “You were hit by a strange 

poison, but this poison not only poison the body, but also poison the soul! That night, your body already 

dissipated in my face, and you became only a soul tormented by this severe poison.... The body you 

have now, is only a semi-physical body born from you forcefully sucking my blood the other day, while 

borrowing power from the Sky Poison Pearl that was fused with me! This means that, my life, is also 

your life! If you had died, it wouldn’t affect me in the slightest; but if I had died, you would have 

instantly died with me!” 

“If I turned over the Sky Poison Pearl to you, I would have really invited my own death!” 

“....” An intense shock swayed through the depth of Jasmine’s charming eyes, and she slowly loosened 

her small hands that were on Yun Che’s throat. 

As he finally had escaped the pain of being choked, Yun Che harshly coughed with unrivaled intensity. 

He then violently vomited, to the point of even hurling out his bile. His complexion becoming even 

ghastly than before. 

“You don’t actually seem to be as useless as you look.” Jasmine looked at him with the corner of her 

eye: “How could you tell? 

“Heh...” Yun Che smiled with a low voice: “Because I’m an exceptionally skilled doctor! If you don’t want 

to die, you must not only spare me, but must also protect me with all your might! To be able to 

consolidate your soul into a body, one would at least need to have the strength of Emperor Profound 

Realm! Your life, certainly would worth much more than mine.” 

To reach Emperor Profound Realm at the age of twelve or thirteen, one could imagine Yun Che’s turmoil 

in his heart as he spoke his words. Throughout the Blue Wind Empire, if one had reached Sky Profound 

Realm, one would already be considered unsurmountable; and for people who had achieved Emperor 

Profound Realm, there weren’t even ten in the entire Blue Wind Empire. Without exception, these 

people can boast like emperors, for they were unparalleled between the heavens and earth. To reach 

this realm, one would not only need exceptional ingenuity and lucky opportunities, but also need an 

adequate amount of time. People in Blue Wind Empire who could reach Emperor Profound Realm were 

invariably over hundreds of years old. After reaching this realm, even if the physical body was destroyed, 

one could still take form by crystallizing the soul; if they could find a chance to rebuild the physical body, 

they would be able to flawlessly resurrect. 

However this girl who had her body destroyed, whose soul was still alive and depended on his life force, 

clearly had the strength of Emperor Profound Realm! How terrifying of a concept is that? 

However the girl’s next sentence, stupefied Yun Che for an entire five seconds. 

“Emperor Profound Realm?” The girl’s gaze didn’t waver, but her face openly expressed a deep 

disinterest: “What’s that?” 

Yun Che: “....” 

At this time, the sound of slightly hurried foot steps could be heard from up ahead. Jasmine’s gaze 

congealed, and slowly snapped her body around. The owner of the footsteps sound quickly appeared in 

their vision. 



Xiao Jiu! 

“Another one has come for my life. What to do is up to you.” 

When he was facing Xiao Ba earlier, although he had his “secret weapon” held in hand, it was impossible 

to assert that he wasn’t nervous. But now, looking at the Xiao Jiu in front of his eyes, he wasn’t nervous 

even in the slightest. He leaned half of his body onto the tree trunk behind him, his gaze toward Xiao Jiu 

actually contained a tiny bit of pity.... and disappointment... Why did only a Xiao Jiu come? It would have 

been great if a few more came to accompany him in the grave. 

Xiao Jiu first saw Yun Che, then saw the puddle of blood and minced meat on the ground. Although Xiao 

Ba’s body was already broken into several thousand of pieces, he still recognized it since they had been 

companions for decades. Suddenly, he became aghast for a while. But as his gaze fell upon Jasmine, he 

became utterly flabbergasted. 

Xiao Ba and Xiao Jiu were both born from impure bloodlines, their position in the humongous Xiao Sect 

was at first meager. But because they had expressed exceptional talent, they were selected and went 

through impossibly strict training, and later became Xiao Kuangyun’s personal guard. They not only 

possessed great profound strength, but their personality were also cold and ruthless. They only knew 

loyalty, and was uninterested in all other things.... including women! Even if they had stunningly alluring 

maidens in their arms, their expressions and heat wouldn’t waver and fluctuate even a little, as if they 

were robots without any sex drive. Of course, being a pedophile was further out of the question. 

But the moment he saw Jasmine, his eyes became dazed and his body experienced a numbing sensation 

he had never felt before; all of the blood in his body nearly boiled over. 

He didn’t know what language he could use to describe the beauty of the girl in front of his eyes.... Her 

eyes, as if it was the most dazzling pearl in the world, shimmered with a mystifying beautiful 

complexion. What exquisite flawlessness were her cheeks and features, impeccable to the point that it 

couldn’t even be described as an immaculate statue made of jade..... 

The petite and tender young bodyline that brimmed with immatureness, was alluring to the extreme. 

Following the white dress downwards, beauty like nature itself poured out. Below the skirt hem, there 

exhibited two thin, straight and tender shins. With faultlessly white and creamy skin as if crafted from 

jade, it overflowed with a honeyed milk sleekness, and announced its crystal clearness like that of ice. 

Her feet that touched the ground were like two blooming icy lotus blossoms, impeccably beautiful, as if 

they didn’t belong in the human realm. 

In this world, how could there be something this beautiful....? 

Xiao Jiu was thoroughly frozen, both of his eyes opened wide and contained a sluggish gaze as his 

awareness entirely went beyond the heavens. As if his soul was taken away, he forgot about Xiao Ba 

who died tragically, and forgot about Yun Che whom he needed to kill. In his eyes, in his awareness, only 

the girl that was beautiful enough to drain the colors from both heaven and earth remained. Her long 

scarlet hair that blew in the wind added a bit of flirtatiousness onto her absolute beauty. It made his 

heartbeat speed up, and heated up his whole body. His heart entrenched the intense desire to possess 

her, pin her below his body and wildy ravage her with abandon. 



“You have a death wish!!” Looking at Xiao Jiu’s exceedingly feverish gaze, Jasmine expressed a sullen 

anger on her face. She abruptly lifted her tender and jade-like hand, and pointed her palm at Xiao Jiu’s 

chest..... 

Chapter 42 – Master Jasmine 

“Bang!!” 

Without any emotion or warning, the instant Jasmine raised her hand, Xiao Jiu’s expression abruptly 

changed; it changed into extreme horror, as if he had seen the most terrifying of hells at that moment. 

Afterwards, a terrifying sound of exploding body parts came about, and his body busted open with a 

loud bang. 

The head, four limbs, torso, and the organs... All shattered in an instant, blossoming into a huge bloody 

flower. His scattering specks of blood flew far away and splashed, dying the entire surrounding surface 

blood red.... 

Yun Che: “!!!!” 

The two from Xiao Sect, Xiao Ba and Xiao Jiu, were superpowers for the Xiao Sect Master’s son, yet one 

had his body split open instantaneously, and the other had his body instantaneously explode. They were 

both unexpectedly killed instantly all under Jasmine’s hand, yet there weren’t any signs of apparent 

struggle. Perhaps even until their death, they still wouldn’t understand how they had died. 

Furthermore, the way they had died was more miserable than the other. This Yun Che with two lifetimes 

had killed countless people so he was long accustomed to gore and cruelty, for when facing the people 

he extremely hated, his way of handling them was equally as sinister. Yet never was there a time that he 

could be as savage as she was to arbitrary kill people as she pleased... To be more precise, he didn’t 

actually have the ability to do so. This red haired girl who claimed to be “Jasmine”, who exactly was 

she.... 

“Uuaah....” 

A painful moan suddenly came out from Jasmine’s mouth as her petite body instantly squatted on the 

floor, and started to shiver all over. 

Xiao Ba had became a lump of mincemeat while Xiao Jiu had became a pool of bloody water. Yun Che 

suddenly understood why she had claimed to be the “Blood-Soaked Jasmine”; from her way of killing, 

one could imagine how many people she had killed, and how brutally her victims died under her hand. 

She was clearly only a girl that had not yet grown up, but from her actions, it was as if she was a 

heartlessly ruthless god of death. 

Yun Che’s inner heart uncontrollably gave birth to a cold and icy fear. Looking at her painful expression, 

Yun Che hesitated for a moment but still walked two steps forward and said: “You clearly could have 

used only the smallest of power to killed him, yet you wanted him to die without a full corpse... Your 

soul is now infected with a unique poison, once you use your profound strength, this poison will take 

advantage of it and enter, to devour your soul...” 

“Awooooo~~~” 



A long wolf howl suddenly sounded out from behind Yun Che, and this howl was obviously extremely 

close... so close that it was right beside his ear. Yun Che immediately spun around and sure enough, on 

his right, he saw a mature wolf covered in grey fur that had unknowingly appeared twenty feet from him 

that stared at him with savage eyes. 

Wild wolf!! 

Yun Che’s heart suddenly became alarmed.... This was the borderline of the town, how could there a 

wild wolf even appear! Even though this wild wolf was only a normal beast, it was still a wolf, and it was 

in a place that was impossible for it to be in. 

Wait... The wind was still currently blowing, and Xiao Ba was turned into mincemeat earlier, so if the 

scent of blood was carried by the wind... there was a high chance of it attracting blood-thirsty profound 

beasts! This wild wolf that had suddenly appeared didn’t even give Yun Che enough time to react or 

think; it growled once to then charge in a straight line, leaping at a distance of around seven steps 

straight towards Yun Che. Its glittering cold sharp claws were sufficient enough to immediately shred his 

body. 

What Yun Che had said previously wasn’t wrong at all. In order for Jasmine to enter the Sky Poison Pearl, 

she sucked Yun Che’s blood, thus attaching her life to his, and therefore Yun Che’s life also became her 

life. If Yun Che died, she will die as well; even if she did not die, if she lost the Sky Poison Pearl, her soul 

would scatter in a short period of time due to the poison in her body. 

Therefore, seeing the wolf pouncing towards Yun Che, a hint of murderous intent flashed across 

Jasmine’s eyes, and raging profound energy began to condense in her hand... But in the moment she 

used her profound strength, she felt as if she was being pierced by thousands of arrows. Her entire body 

became stiff and a painful whine came out from her mouth as all the condensed profound energy from 

before, dispersed. Her entire body started to twitch from the pain, her body suddenly blurred, becoming 

clear at times, yet also indistinct in others, as if she was only an illusion.... 

When she first used her strength to cut down Xiao Ba, she felt the strong rebound effect of the Absolute 

God Slaying Poison, and the second usage of her profound strength to exterminate Xiao Jiu multiplied 

the rebound effect. Channeling her profound strength again this time activated the deadly poison in her 

body, and it started to devour her soul frantically, like a snake that had just awakened from its slumber. 

Let alone attack the wolf, she was already incapable of standing upright. Faced with the poison’s 

outbreak, her half transparent body seemed as if it may possibly vanish like smoke into thin air. 

“Don’t use your profound energy!!” 

As he looked at Jasmine’s body that was appearing now and then, Yun Che started to frown. Meanwhile 

the wild wolf overhead, began to drop head first, its razor sharp teeth coming closer and closer to his 

eyes.... 

Slash!! 

The clothes on his right shoulder were ferociously ripped apart as it almost injured the flesh. Yun Che 

who had dangerously dodged a sudden right pounce didn’t wait to get up and instead used all the 

strength in his right hand that was tightly clenched and swung in the direction of the grey wolf. The 



lump of powder that he had prepared to use on Xiao Ba accurately scattered on the head of the wild 

wolf who had just landed. 

The wild wolf suddenly gave a mournful roar, and its body collapsed mid roar as its claws desperately 

clawed at its own eyes. Yun Che immediately stood up and quickly grab the dagger Jasmine had thrown 

on the floor earlier. He suddenly gritted his teeth and using all his strength to pounce back towards the 

wild wolf, with the intention of piercing its throat by using the dagger in his hand. 

Although wild wolves were normal beasts, their skin and bones were all extremely sturdy. When a 

normal person used their entire strength to pierce its throat, the result would just be a mere flesh 

wound that wouldn’t harm its life but instead would agitate its aggressiveness. Yun Che’s dagger came 

down at an extreme speed and the place it landed was unwaveringly locked within his line of sight... The 

dagger accurately went through the space between the throat bones of the wild wolf and sliced open its 

throat. 

The wild wolf’s roar began to lose power. It’s entire body violently twitched before collapsing on the 

ground without a sound. 

“Phew...” Yun Che let out a deep sigh of relief and stretched out his hand to wipe his forehead filled with 

sweat. Although his strength was low and his body was weak, his battle experience and eyesight were 

still there. The fact that the him, who previously disdained the entire world, had such difficulty with an 

extremely normal wild wolf, made him involuntarily reveal a bitter smile. 

With an expression of pain on her face, Jasmine was like wounded kitten as she laid curled up on the 

floor, while her body still continued to flash like before. After Yun Che caught his breath, he got up and 

went to her side. He placed his left hand on her shoulder, released the detoxification power of the Sky 

Poison Pearl quickly, and restrained the poison that raged within her body and soul. 

Absolute Divine Slaying Poison... what kind of poison was it exactly! That it would go as far as to take the 

life of this girl with monstrous power. 

The pain in Jasmine’s small face finally started to lessen, however her body was still alternating between 

clear and indistinct. Furthermore, the rate of it changing started to get more and more frequent, as it 

clearly showed signs of dissipating... At this moment, Jasmine suddenly raised her face, stretched out 

her hand and immediately grabbed onto Yun Che’s right wrist;she parted her tender lips, and used her 

snow white teeth to firmly bite his forefinger. 

The pain from his finger caused Yun Che’s face to distort; he felt his finger get bitten by sharp teeth, and 

the blood droplets that seeped out were all sucked into Jasmine’s mouth. Compared to the fear of his 

blood being sucked by her the first time, Yun Che was much calmer now, he didn’t struggle at all and 

also let her bite his finger in anyway she wanted. The soft and warm feeling of a small tongue was 

pressing against the tip of his finger firmly, giving him an indescribable feeling of enjoyment under his 

acute pain.... 

Along with droplets of blood being sucked into Jasmine’s mouth, the rate of change in Jasmine’s body 

started to slow down, before finally stopping half a minute later. Although her face was still pale white, 

Jasmine removed her teeth from his finger afterwards, for at least, she was no longer in pain. 



Yun Che took a step back, looked at the bite mark on forefinger on his right hand that was still oozing 

with blood, and spoke while breathing in the cold air: “Are you... related to a dog! To bite me every time 

you see me!” 

Jasmine stretched out her small hand and gently wipe the corners of her mouth, as her young and 

tender face still lingered with fear. She gritted her teeth slightly, frowned and said coldly: “Isn’t that 

because you’re useless! If not how would this princess be forced to end up like this!” 

“Me useless?” Yun Che laughed at himself: “Heh, compared to you, I am indeed useless. A normal wild 

wolf could easily take my life. If you had not saved me twice, I would have already died under the hands 

of the two you had killed just now... But, no matter how useless I am, I did save your life twice. If you 

had not met me that night, you would have already been poisoned to death. Just now, if I have 

abandoned you, a dangerous little girl, and walked away, your soul could have already dispersed. When 

you’re saying that I am useless, have you ever thought about thanking me?” 

Jasmine kept silent. 

“Being able to meet the Sky Poison Pearl at the brink of death is counted as your blessing. However your 

luck clearly ends here; my profound vein has been crippled, if I don’t fix it, I will only stay at the first 

level of the Elementary Profound Realm my entire life. You are infected with a deadly poison so you 

cannot, anyhow, use your power and with only my strength, when facing a bigger danger, I could perish 

any moment, to thus drag you down with me.” Yun Che indifferently said as he used his hand to hold the 

finger that had eventually stopped bleeding. 

Jasmine continue to keep silent; however the expression in her eyes kept changing, as if she was 

hesitating or struggling over something. 

“But you don’t have to worry, I will try my best to find a way to fix my own profound vein... No! I must 

find a way! Before that happens, I will take care to protect my own life.” Xiao Che said with a calm and 

determined face. In his mind, appeared the figure of Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi once again. For them, he 

had to walk down this extremely challenging path within the fastest speed, no matter the cost. 

“Fix your profound vein?” A disdainful smile emerged from the girl’s face: “I’ve already taken a look at 

your profound vein; it wasn’t damaged recently, but was seriously damaged when you were little and it 

was before the complete formation of your profound vein, thus it was destroyed at the roots. As of 

today, your profound veins are crippled beyond comparison! With this kind of situation, there is indeed 

a way to forcefully fix it; however even after you fix it, you can at most only open up three Profound 

Entrances! Furthermore, you had already miss the fourteen year old critical period of elementary 

profound foundation; with this state, in ten years, you won’t even be able to break through the 

Elementary Profound Realm! In addition, you also will not be able to break through the Nascent 

Profound Realm your entire life... and still remain, as before, a useless trash!” 

Jasmine’s words caused Yun Che’s expression to suddenly turn rigid and both his hands began to clench. 

Jasmine’s words stabbed at the truth he had always been avoiding in his heart... Just like she had said, 

his profound vein had been crippled at its roots; even if he knew the way to fix it, he could only fix a 

small portion of it, so his profound vein would still be half-crippled. Due to the fact that he had missed 

the most critical foundation period, not only would the speed of his profound strength cultivation g will 



be extremely slower, compared to others people by a multiplicative degree, but also... it was practically 

impossible to break through into the True Profound Realm. 

Yun Che’s chest heavily undulated. Gritting his teeth, he said: “I will find a solution for all of that!” 

“You wanted to collect all types of herbs and use the Sky Poison Pearl’s refinement ability to make every 

type of medicine, to make yourself stronger, right? It does seem like a good idea. However, with your 

laughable ability, what can you rely on to borrow those high-grade herbs! Instead, you will be consigned 

to eternal damnation, thus dragging this princess to death with you!” 

With complete set of clear eyes, Jasmine lifted her face, as if she had finally made a decision: “Keep your 

laughable ideas to yourself. You have saved this princess’ life, therefore this princess shall indeed repay 

you.... You only need to promise this princess three conditions. Then, this princess will immediately let 

you have..... A new set of profound veins....” 

Under Yun Che’s startled gaze, Jasmine’s expression in her eyes became deep and mysterious, as her 

voice suddenly became softer: “A set of profound veins with the strength of a god!” 

Chapter 43 – Master Jasmine (2) 

To immediately have a new set of profound veins... 

Profound veins with the strength of a god!? 

Jasmine’s few sentences were like a sudden clap of thunder to the Yun Che who had endlessly desired a 

way to repair his profound veins. 

He told Xiao Lingxi that he’d definitely become strong and return within three years of time... yet was 

very clear about the condition of his profound vein and understood that the repairing of his profound 

veins, within three years, was very unlikely. The reason why he made such a claim, was to pressure 

himself to the limit. Only through such conviction can one achieve their maximum potential. 

And right now, Jasmine had clearly stated that... She could immediately provide Yun Che with a new set 

of profound veins! Furthermore, this new set of profound veins also came with the strength of a god! 

He did not know what the “Strength of a God” Jasmine had spoke of, but the three words, “New 

Profound Veins” , caused his heart to fill with excitement. He suppressed this excitement, and stared at 

Jasmine: “You are... speaking the truth?” 

“What reason would I, this princess, have to lie to you?” said the girl, her face pink with pride. 

Yun Che didn’t know what to say... Indeed, given the terrible might of her Emperor Profound Realm level 

of power, there would be no reason for her to waste her efforts in deceiving a normal person, let alone 

a cripple! To let a person acquire a new set of profound veins within a short period of time, in the eyes 

of a normal person, even in the eyes of the “exceptionally skilled spirit doctor” Yun Che, would be 

nothing short of a miracle. But as Jasmine uttered those words, there was not even a hint of deception 

from her aura. 

However, her red hair gave away the fact she was not a human from the Profound Sky Continent, for her 

age was fairly young, her aura terrifying, and the poison on her person was something even the Sky 

Poison Pearl could not identify... How many other mysteries did she still have?? 



Prehaps, she really had a strange method that could allow him to obtain a new set of profound veins in 

such a short period of time... If that really was possible, then he would have a surefire chance to realize 

the promise he made to Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi. 

As he thought about it, Yun Che’s gaze started to burn: “Okay... then tell me, what are the three 

conditions I have to promise you?” 

Jasmine knew he definitely couldn’t reject her offer so she just cut to the chase and directly answered: 

“The first condition, you must promise to help this princess find three items... They are: A stalk of 

Netherworld Udumbara Flower, three Profound Beast Cores no lower than that of the Tyrant Profound 

Realm as well as... At least thirty-five kilos of Purple Veined God Crystal!” 

(TL: Udumbara reference) 

Yun Che listened very carefully... When Jasmine had said until the “Netherworld Udumbara Flower”, his 

eyebrows went limp. He had heard of the name “Netherworld Udumbara Flower” from his master 

before, however he had never seen it before. When his master had told him about it that time, the 

Netherworld Udumbara Flower was an object of Yin and evil in the world; it only grew in dark and cold 

lands, its stem and leaves were of a purplish black color, and it took an entire twenty four years to only 

bloom once, the bloomed flower was of an extremely pretty and flirtatious bright purple color. On its 

petals lingered a light purple mist that carried the breath of the netherworld, and while that mist 

drifted, it still faintly lets out the crying and laughing sounds of the nether ghosts. The flower withered 

three days after blooming, thus one would have to wait twenty four years later for it to bloom once 

more. 

His master had not mentioned the usefulness of the Netherworld Udumbara Flower; he only said that if 

a normal person gets close to it, he would get invaded by the nether gases, ending in a coma in light 

cases and death in the worst. 

Going to a dark and cold land to find a stalk of flower that only bloomed once every twenty four years, 

that could cause death when approaching it... Yun Che moved his eyebrows and did not overreact. If 

Jasmine could really bestow on him a new set of profound veins, this request was not considered 

unreasonable... 

However the second item Jasmine had said almost caused him to cry out involuntarily... 

Three Profound Beast Cores no lower than the Tyrant Profound Realm!! Are you kidding me!? 

What was the Tyrant Profound Realm? That was a legendary realm that numerous profound 

practitioners could not attain, a realm so high up that they couldn’t even see it. If one looked within the 

entire Blue Wind Empire, there were a few in the Emperor Profound Realm; however, it was confirmed 

that none were in the Tyrant Profound Realm! Experts in the Emperor Profound Realm were known to 

reach “Throne”, while for the Tyrant Profound Realm, they were known as “Overlords”; this meant that 

once one attained this realm, one would be the absolute ruler of heaven and earth, that none could 

ever defy! 

Let’s not speak of the present Blue Wind Empire now; even within an entire thousand years, an ultimate 

expert of the Tyrant Profound Realm had never appeared within the Blue Wind Empire. 



And with just a word from Jasmine, she wanted three Profound Beast Cores no lower than the Tyrant 

Profound Realm! To get these three cores, he had to kill three Tyrant Profound Beasts! The first problem 

would be where he would find the three Tyrant Profound Beasts... Within the Blue Wind Empire, who 

would even dare to offend a Tyrant Profound Beast? 

Above the Emperor Profound Realm, every step up brings one closer to Heaven. Even five people at the 

peak of the Emperor Profound Realm had no chance of winning against someone at the first level of the 

Tyrant Profound Realm. With that said, it meant that even if all the Emperor Profound Realm experts of 

Blue Wind Empire gathered together, they still would not be able to deal with even one Tyrant Profound 

Beast. Three Profound Beast Cores no lower than Tyrant Profound Realm... one would reckon that the 

heads of the four major sects would fly into a outrage after hearing this request. 

And as for the third item Jasmine had mentioned, Yun Che nearly fell on his butt in shock. 

At least thirty-five kilos of Purple Veined God Crystal... It was Purple Veined God Crystal, not Purple 

Veined Heaven Crystal! Purple Veined Heaven Crystals were considered to be priceless treasures in this 

world. A piece of Purple Veined Heaven Crystal as big as a fingernail was considered to be invaluable, 

and only those huge sects deserved to have it; normal profound practitioners did not even dare to think 

about having one. Purple Veined God Crystals are made by extracting from Purple Veined Heaven 

Crystals; a house sized Purple Veined Heaven Crystal was estimated to only provide a Purple Veined God 

Crystal that was the size of a fingernail. 

In that case, 35 kilos of Purple Veined God Crystal... 

“[email protected]#$%...” 

Yun Che had the reason to believe that even if one added up all the Purple Veined God Crystals in the 

entire Profound Sky Continent, it would not even total 35 kilos. And if there really existed this amount of 

Purple Veined God Crystal, in that case, its value would be enough to buy at least three Blue Wind 

Empires! 

“Are... you... sure... you aren’t... teasing me?” When Yun Che spoked, air kept leaking out between his 

teeth. He believed anyone in the Blue Wind Empire would be shocked that they would end in a stutter if 

they heard this request. 

The expression on Jasmine’s face had no trace of joking around. She coldly stared and said: “The poison 

has invaded my soul; even with the Sky Poison Pearl, it would take a number of years before it would 

detoxify completely. After the poison on me had detoxified, I would have to rebuild my body. And these 

three items are necessary for me to rebuild my body, not a single one is dispensable!” 

“... Then the time?” 

“Thirty years!” 

Thirty years? This timing finally let Yun Che let out a small sigh and slowly nodded his head: “Okay! I 

agreed to this condition!” 

Rubbish! Thirty years was still a long time, so if course it would be thought about after making the 

promise. As for the Netherworld Udumbara Flower, the Tyrant Profound Beast Cores and thirty-five kilos 

of Purple Veined God Crystal... anyway there was still thirty years! It shall be done one step at a time. 



“As for the second condition?” Yun Che held his breath and asked, if the first condition was already so 

scary, then the second one might be be even more terrifying. 

“The second condition; you must, within thirty years, reach the Sovereign Profound Realm!” Jasmine 

said slowly and clearly, while looking at Yun Che’s expression. 

“[email protected]#$%%...” Yun Che suddenly had the urge to pin little Jasmine on the floor and start 

spanking her! 

He started to suspect that this little girl was actually just teasing him!! 

“I’m not sure about the Profound Sky Continent... But looking at the history of the Blue Wind Empire, no 

one has ever attained the Sovereign Profound Realm within thirty years... Or to be more precise, no one 

has ever attained the Sovereign Profound Realm before.” Yun Che said as a matter of fact. However the 

corners of his lips twitched faintly, revealing the resentment in his heart. 

“Then, will you agree or not?” Jasmine tilted her eyebrows. 

“Agree, of course I agree!” Yun Che replied without hesitation, withdrawing the previous expressions he 

had on his face. Within his eyes laid a kind of tranquil and calmness that was its peak: “Your first 

condition, perhaps I still feel a bit apprehensive. However this condition, was not really counted as a 

condition to me. As for why I say that, no one in the history of Blue Wind Empire could attain Sovereign 

Profound Realm in thirty years. If I was given the same starting points as everyone else, I would overturn 

the history of the Blue Wind Empire! I have the Sky Poison Pearl in my body, so if I lose to anyone on the 

Blue Wind Empire, then that would be considered to be really... trashy!” 

“Thirty years to reach the Sovereign Profound Realm... It’s definitely not some idiotic nonsense!” Yun 

Che narrowed his eyes in half, his voice as calm as the water. 

He had thought that after saying these impassioned and blood boiling words, the little Jasmine would 

look at him a few more times with extraordinary splendor, but to Yun Che’s disappointment, Jasmine 

only slightly nodded her head. He felt depressed and asked: “However, why do you want me to attain 

the Sovereign Profound Realm within thirty years?” 

“A human’s vitality is related to their own Profound Strength. This princess’ weak body currently 

originates from your vitality. This princess wants to rebuild her body and retain her previous strength, so 

I* must at least have the vitality of the Sovereign Profound Realm!” Jasmine said calmly. 

Yun Che nodded his head as if he understood... then he suddenly became alarmed... 

At least the vitality of the Sovereign Profound Realm, then she could retain her strength after rebuilding 

her body and merging with her soul... In that case, this means... her previous strength... 

Was above the Sovereign Profound Realm!?!? 

No! No that can’t be! That definitely can’t be possible! I must have interpreted it wrongly! Yun Che 

shook his head, trying to shake off this ridiculous thought. Jasmine’s gaze once again landed on his body, 

becoming strict and proud: “The third condition... Kneel down and worship me as your master!” 

“......” 



“............” 

Yun Che looked at her blankly without uttering a single word for quite a while. 

“Are you willing to?” Jasmine raised her eyebrows slightly, her small face beautiful and tender, yet 

masked with a layer of awe that would cause one’s heart to palpitate. 

“... How old are you this year?” Yun Che asked with a face at a loss. 

Jasmine’s gaze hardened but still answered him: “Thirteen years old.” 

“Thirteen... years old...” This answer completely corresponded with her appearance, but it cause Yun 

Che’s inner heart to shudder and groan: “Thirteen years old! F*ck! She was actually only thirteen years 

old! This frightening profound strength, wisdom, and mature attitude that spoke as if she was proud of 

one’s age and experience; I was under the impression that she was a grandma of a few hundred of 

years... She was actually only thirteen years old!! 

However Yun Che changed his line of thought and his inner heart suddenly relaxed... If she was really 

only thirteen years old, then no matter how scary her profound strength was, no matter how noble and 

mysterious her birth was, no matter how cruel and proud she was, no matter how mature her thinking 

was... she at most only had up to thirteen years of experience! Compared to the him with the memory 

of two lifetimes, he would still have a way to deal with her! No matter how big and strong she was, in 

the end, she was still just a little girl that had not yet grown up. 

“Is it because after you knew this princess is only thirteen years old so you suddenly felt it is easier to 

handle this princess?” Jasmine squinted her eyes and said coldly. 

This sentence directly stabbed into Yun Che’s heart. Yun Che quickly shook his head: “Of course not. The 

reason why I asked for your age is because I wanted to tell you that I’m sixteen this year, and is older 

than you by three years. Your age is a bit younger than mine; so, to be my master, isn’t it... a little 

inappropriate?” 

“Age?” Jasmine laughed disdainfully: “Even when the experts of this continent knelt down in front of 

this princess for the past ten years, this princess will not even look at them. This princess is now giving 

you a favor by offering to be your master, yet you still want to reject?” 

“...” That tone was so overbearing that Yun Che started to feel suffocated. 

Yun Che immediately made a decision on the spot and nodded his head: “Okay, I can worship you as my 

master, but I will never kowtow to you.” 

“Reason.” Jasmine said plainly. 

“I can kneel to my elders, kneel to my benefactor... even kneeling to my wife is a possibility if required, 

but to kneel to a little girl that I had just met a few days, I cannot do it. This is the basic dignity of being a 

man!” Yun Che shook his head, his voice firmly absolutely. 

“Hee...” Jasmine laughed, her laugh was as beautiful as blooming jasmines, yet her voice appeared to be 

cold and sinister: “This is not up to you!” 



Once her voice had landed, Jasmine’s right hand had already grabbed Yun Che’s shoulder as quick as 

lightning... Instantly, Yun Che felt as if he was pressed down by a mountain, his knees bended under a 

huge amount of force that was impossible to resist, and knelt down on the floor, heavily, in front of 

Jasmine. 

“You!” Yun Che revealed an expression of rage and wanted to stand up... However under Jasmine’s 

strength, he absolutely did not have any strength to fight back; even when using all the strength in his 

body, he was incapable of making his body stand. 

“Immediately kowtow to this princess and this princess will officially become your master; not only 

would your change your profound vein change, you shall be guided onto the right path during your 

cultivation of the profound.” 

While struggling, Jasmine’s cold and proud voice sounded out beside Yun Che’s ears, he shook his head 

forcefully and muttered: “You... you give up on it! Even if I don’t get the profound vein... I will definitely 

not... kowtow... to a little girl like you!!” 

Before Yun Che could complete his words, a wave of heavy force caused his upper body to be pressed 

down onto the floor. Jasmine lifted a snow white foot that was like a ice lotus, and stepped on Yun Che’s 

shoulder with a miniscule amount of strength; a “crack” sound of dislocating bones was heard soon 

after. Yun Che’s head that had been tenaciously lifted up was ruthlessly knocked on the cold soil... 

completing the kowtow ceremony. 

Jasmine’s small foot continued to step on Yun Che shoulder without moving away, with her hands across 

her chest, ridiculing him: “Did you think that you have great integrity, that you are extraordinary? 

Without strength, you don’t even have the ability to refuse to kowtow to me. What rights do you have 

to act haughty in front of me? Without strength, your pride and dignity are nothing but a joke in front of 

the strong!” 

Jasmine’s words were like a bucket of cold water that splashed on Yun Che’s head without mercy, 

causing him to be stumped for words. He then laughed, laughed at himself silently... That’s right, 

without strength, what right did he have to talk about pride and dignity... With the appearance of 

believing what he did was proud just now, in the eyes of Jasmine, must have been extremely ridiculous... 

“Even though it wasn’t willingly, but you finally still kowtowed. From now onwards, this princess will be 

your master. Since this princess is your master now, do you have any questions you want to ask?” 

Jasmine continued to step on Yun Che shoulder, as she looked down on him from above. 

“... Yes!” Yun Che lifted his face, his gaze lifting upwards, replying with difficulty: “I want to ask... Did 

your hair not grow in time... or... are you a natural white tiger?” 

(TL: Natural lack of hair down there) 

On the night Yun Che had met Jasmine, Jasmine’s body had disappeared, and left a pile of clothes on the 

floor. Yun Che only picked up her dress into the Sky Poison Pearl and covered it over her body; her 

undergarments had not been touched. After Jasmine woke up in the Sky Poison Pearl she naturally could 

only wear this white dress, leaving her private parts completely exposed... 



When Jasmine stepped on his shoulder, her legs naturally parted and from Yun Che’s angle, the pink and 

tender area around her thighs, clearly showed the beautiful pink scenery among the white... 

Chapter 44 – Immortal Blood of the Evil God 

“??” Yun Che’s words made Jasmine freeze up. When she suddenly noticed the direction of Yun Che’s 

gaze, she finally realized...... 

“YEEEEK!!!!” 

Jasmine jumped backwards like a bolt of lightning, her two small hands reflexively pressing down hard 

on her skirt. In just an instant, her snow white face brimmed full with exasperation... panic.... and also a 

spread of rapidly expanding pinkness. 

That’s right, this aloof and proud girl that acted with utmost cruelty was actually panicking and blushing. 

Right now, her panicked and enraged expressions, her reddened face, and her action of holding down 

her skirt was no different from a normal girl that had suddenly been peeked on. Moreover, there was a 

stirring charm that no other girl could’ve exhibited, which dazed Yun Che for a while as he looked.... Of 

course, if there weren’t such a bone-chilling killing intent mixed in with that, it would’ve been 

completely perfect. 

Jasmine’s face was full of anger; her two pearl like molars that tightly clenched together flickered with 

cold light, and the expressions in her eyes were even more ferocious, as if she wanted to skin him alive. 

She grew up bathed in the respect, worship and fear of others. Except her family, it would be hard to 

find a few who would dare to meet her in the eyes. She had never thought, that her body would actually 

be desecrated by a common man, moreover by an utterly good-for-nothing! 

The killing intent surrounding Yun Che was terrifying enough to be compared to tangible blades, as if the 

owner of the killing intent would completely tear him to pieces in the next second. Yet Yun Che’s 

complexion didn’t waver; he exercised his neck that almost got dislocated by Jasmine’s feet, and said 

straightforwardly as he stood up while slapping the dust off his buttocks: “I have agreed to all three of 

your conditions. Earlier you said that I would be granted a new set of Profound Veins, isn’t it about time 

for that to happen?” 

Jasmin’s murderous aura didn’t diminish in the slightest as the crisp redness in her face eased. With her 

noble body, let’s not talk about completely desecrating her with one’s eye; even if someone had only 

touched her fingertips, she definitely would still chop him into pieces. However against Yun Che, though 

she had extreme hatred in her heart, with enough killing intent that could even reach the skies, she 

couldn’t do a single thing, because his life, was also her own. 

“Eternally forget what you’ve just seen!” Jasmine’s expressions were ominous and cruel, with chilling 

killing intent as cold as ice. However, her visage was in all honestly, too petite and cute. Even if her 

expressions were much more malicious, it would still be remarkably pleasing to look at, which didn’t 

make Yun Che feel the slightest hint of deterrence: “If it’s not for me* sharing the same life as you, I* 

would’ve definitely gouged out your eyes, and made sure there won’t even be a grave for you to rest 

in!” 



“..... I definitely didn’t see anything I shouldn’t have seen just now!” Yun Che said with a panicked 

expression, but quietly added in his heart: Mhm, everything I saw just now was something that I ought 

to have seen. 

Facing the Yun Che that she couldn’t lay a hand on, Jasmine’s anger finally died down bit by bit, but her 

hands still consciously held down her skirt, anxious that even the slightest breeze would lift her skirt up. 

She coldly spoke: “I* will let you be my* disciple, but it’s only because I don’t want to teach the ways of 

the Profound to a random person for no reason. To be able to become my* disciple, it’s the biggest 

fortune you’ll have in your entire life. From now on, it is absolutely necessary for you to always address 

me as your Master.” 

“Uh, this....” However Yun Che had a face full of hesitation. 

“You’re not willing?” Jasmine’s moon like eyebrow slanted. 

“Of course I’m not unwilling.” Yun Che shook his head, and said in a careful tone: “It’s just that, earlier 

I’ve told you that I had a master before, who passed the Sky Poison Pearl onto me. My previous master 

was a kind looking old man with white hair, and I’ve already called him “master” for many years. So 

everytime the word “master” is mentioned, I would unconsciously think of him. But since you are so 

beautifully cute, you definitely wouldn’t want me to overlap the image of of an old man with you every 

time I call you master, right?” 

Jasmine: “....” 

“How about I just call you Jasmine? That name’s cute, pleasing to the ears, and also fitting for you.... Or, 

I can also call you... little Jasmine? Little little Jasmine? Jasmine’er? Little Jasmin’er? JazJaz? Little JazJaz? 

Little MinMin? Calling you princess, your majesty, or princess Jasmine is also okay, or....” 

Jasmine’s eyebrows slightly convulsed and the edge of her lips also lightly spasmed. Unable to endure 

anymore, she finally spoke: “You can call me* Jasmine, but you must not forget in your heart that I’m 

your master! Furthermore, you must not forget your duty and place as my* disciple!” 

“Alright!” Yun Che nodded immediately, and faithfully said: “If Jasmine can really grant me a new set of 

Profound Veins, I will treat you as my master, respect you, be obedient to you, and follow your orders. 

I’ll do my outmost to purify all the poison in you, and help you restore your physical body.” 

Yun Che’s last sentence made Jasmine’s gaze waver. Then, her voice frosted with hidden killing intent: 

“Also, you are not allowed do any disrespectful things to me, or else...” 

“That’s certain.” Yun Che said with a sincere expression: “What happened just now was just an acciden-

...” 

“Be quiet!” As she heard Yun Che mention the incident where she had been sullied by his eyes earlier, a 

burst of embarrassment and anger overcame Jasmine, and her tone of voice also weakened quite a bit. 

“Ah.” Yun Che quickly stopped talking, and lead the topic to the one that he desired the most: “Then, 

about granting me a new set of Profound Veins, can we start now?” 

Jasmine stayed silent for a while and said: “Bring me* to a place that no one will come near.” 



Since it was also Yun Che’s first time stepping into Cyan Forest Town, he was entirely unfamiliar with the 

surroundings, and the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range were even more obscure to him. Yun Che’s 

digestive tract was rumbling with hunger by now, but Jasmine’s words made him so excited that he 

completely ignored his hunger. He carefully walked deeper into Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range after 

detouring around a small mountain, he arrived at an area with thick green grass. Seeing that there was 

no sign of human or beast activity, Yun Che stopped his search. 

“Let it be this place.... no one should come here, right?” Yun Che swept the surroundings with his eye, 

and said with indecision. 

“Jasmine, in the end, how are you going to do this?” Yun Che asked. After all, getting a new set of 

Profound Veins in a short time seemed to be against common sense, no matter what angle it was 

considered from. 

Jasmine, who had followed behind Yun Che all along, slowly came over. Although her feet were 

exposed, they weren’t contaminated by even the slightest hint of soil and dust along the way. Her feet 

were so tender and snow-white, that they would give anyone the impulse to touch and feel them with a 

single glance. Stopping in front of Yun Che, her gaze stared far ahead, and her eyes lustered: “Do you 

know for what reason I* was chased, and infected by this terrifying poison afterwards?” 

“For what reason?” Yun Che asked in coordination. 

“Because of..... this drop of blood!” 

In Yun Che’s bewilderment, Jasmine slowly lifted her right hand. Her thin and delicate index finger 

erected toward the sky, and from the area of her fingertips, a drop of a dark-red water droplet-like 

object slowly rose accompanied by a shimmering ball of eerie light, until it hovered over her fingertips. 

“This.... is?” Yun Che came closer and steadied his eyes.... It looked like, a drop of blood? 

“Three hundred years ago, someone found an ancient book while exploring an dangerous ruin from the 

Ancient Era. There recorded a message: “In the Primordial Era, there existed a true god also known as 

the “Evil God”. He was the last god who remained after the downfall of the Era of the Gods. His downfall 

marked the true end of Era of the Gods. And during the Evil God’s downfall, he left a droplet of immortal 

blood that embodied his source of power....” 

“If one could acquire this drop of immortal blood and infuse it into their body, their Profound Veins 

would be able generate the power of the Evil God!” 

“Many people quickly gained knowledge about this record; the words ‘Power of the True God’ was 

irresistibly alluring to everyone. Thus, many people started to madly search for the blood of the Evil 

God. But for centuries, no one had any success, and it was not until one month ago that someone found 

the location of the Evil God’s downfall. Hence, innumerous people rushed to that place in order to find 

the remnants of the Evil God. Inadvertently, the legendary ‘Immortal Blood of the Evil God’ was actually 

found, and caused everyone to scramble for it..... But in the end, it fell into my hands. 

“..... They chased you because you possessed the Blood of the Evil God?” Yun Che asked. At the same 

time, a wave of confusion passed though his heart.... Blood of the Evil God? Innumerous people fighting 



over it? If it were really such an uproar, how come I had never heard of this? Even the two words “Evil 

God” were news to me. 

Also, things like the ancient true gods.... Actually exist? 

“Hmph, actually daring to snatch my* possession, it’s like they’re simply asking for a death wish!” 

Jasmine’s eyes emitted a glint of malice, and spoke with hatred: “Only after I had acquired this blood of 

the Evil God, was I able to find out that the power hidden inside was entirely different from my 

expectations. There wasn’t even a trace of destructive power! If one injected it within themselves, it 

would only forcefully change the structure and attributes of the Profound Veins, and even erase all the 

built up strength in the old set of Profound Veins! Everything would have to start from scratch! That is 

all! Afterwards, the profound strength would still have to be trained by one’s self bit by bit!” 

“At the very least, what people expected about the “Power of the True God” was fundamentally, not 

there at all. In fact, it was nothing more than a mere trace of the “Evil God” attribute! At most, it ought 

to be a little bit more powerful than an ordinary profound vein! 

“I definitely couldn’t afford pay the price of having all of my current powers erased just to use this blood 

droplet of the Evil God. But using it on you, it seemed like it couldn’t be more fitting.” Jasmine moved 

her finger, and made the tranquil droplet of dark-red colored blood hover in front of Yun Che’s chest: 

“Your Profound Veins were broken from the start, and your profound power amounts to nothing. After 

infusing you with the blood of the Evil God, your Profound Veins will be quickly reborn into the Evil 

God’s Profound Veins! Although I couldn’t feel much power from this blood droplet of the Evil God, 

there still could be a chance that it’ll grant you some kind of special power from the Evil God’s Profound 

Veins! Even if not, you wouldn’t stay as a good for nothing anymore!” 

As she spoke, Jasmine’s eye suddenly flashed and brightened, as she lowered her luminous snow-white 

wrist. Her delicate fingertips suddenly stimulated the blood of the “Evil God” to float adrift and pierce 

into Yun Che’s chest. The pit of Yun Che’s chest immediately split open to reveal a bloodstain, and the 

sinister scarlet blood droplet touched Yun Che’s overflowing blood, as if it were attracted. In a flash, it 

entered Yun Che’s body.... 

Chapter 45 – Rebirth of the Profound Veins 

The moment the dark-red drop of blood entered Yun Che’s body, tens of bloodstain-like crimson lines 

wildly fanned throughout his body, originating from the blood print in his chest. The lines spread across 

his whole body in an instant. His chest, hands, legs, face, ears, and even pupils were now full of blood 

colored channels that looked like demonic markings. 

“Ughhhhhhh...” 

At that instant, Yun Che felt as he was stabbed by tens of thousands of blades. Immense agony fiercely 

beamed from every single corner of his body, and made him let out a painful whine. His entire body 

started to shake tremendously, as his vision also became blurry, until it completely became a shade of 

crimson red. 

A wave of pain emanated from a force digesting the insides of his body.... Yun Che knew the human 

anatomy like the back of his hand; the parts that were being digested, was doubtlessly his broken 

Profound Veins! The function of Profound Veins were to hold profound strength; so even if there were 



no profound veins, a person could still live, and just won’t be able to cultivate even the slightest amount 

of profound energy. Although profound veins do not affect one’s life and death, it still was a part of the 

body. The broken profound veins continuously being eaten away was not unlike internal organs that 

were being slowly ripped apart and shredded; and one could only imagine that degree of misery. 

Jasmine had just said before, that this drop of Evil God’s immortal blood would devour the previously 

present Profound Veins, and give birth to new Profound Veins.... Since my Profound Veins are being 

devoured right now, then it meant that Jasmine wasn’t lying earlier.... If it really can form a new set of 

Profound Veins, how could I not bear this little bit of pain!! 

The indescribable pain continued. It was a pain that no real word could express, a pain that far 

surpassed a human’s capability to endure. This pain continued and continued on.... The devouring speed 

of the broken Profound Vein was extremely slow. At this rate, it would at least take half a quarter of an 

hour to finish. 

I don’t need anything like the Evil God’s power, nor do I need a Profound Vein stronger than common 

people. If I could just get the same Profound Veins as everyone else.... I won’t have any complaints, even 

if it’s a little weaker.... If that could come true, even if it’s ten times more painful, I would still definitely 

do it!! 

Terrifying pain made all the nerves in Yun Che’s body fiercely spasm, but in his heart was a haze of 

tranquility.... or even, excitement! 

As Jasmine forced the Evil God’s blood into Yun Che’s body, her lips curled up, and revealed a very.... 

gleeful smile at his agony. 

Recalling the memories she obtained from this drop of immortal blood, she knew it would start to 

forcefully devour the original Profound Vein the moment it entered the body.... And while devouring the 

Profound Veins, the process would be as if one’s profound vein was being cut off.. minced... cut off... 

minced over and over again..... This was undoubtedly an inhumane torture, an ultimate kind of pain that 

would even make the world’s strongest beings roll on the floor and shriek. 

Did you think I would really just forgive you for sullying my body with your eyes earlier? This blood of 

the Evil God would indeed grant you new Profound Veins, but it’ll also bequeath you with the most 

brutal punishment in my stead!! 

Jasmine cruelly smiled as she saw the red demonic marks all over his body; as she saw his eyes suddenly 

turned crimson; as she saw his whole body tremble; as she saw his face contorting in pain.... Slowly, her 

smile chilled down and disappeared, and what replaced it was an face that expressed an ever-increasing 

shock. 

His four limbs trembled, his whole body spasmed, and his facial features were more so bunched up 

together in contortion. On his forehead, bean sized beads of sweat slid down in a terrifying fast speed.... 

It was impossible to imagine how considerable the pain must be for the body to react in such a startling 

fashion. 

However, aside from that first moan, Yun Che didn’t utter a single sound of pain afterwards; not even a 

single trace! 



As time ticked away, one minute.... three minutes.... five minutes...... Jasmine’s expression eventually 

changed into complete astonishment. 

Devouring the Profound Vein.... Under such frightening agony, he actually still didn’t let out a single roar 

of pain! 

Sweat already permeated through Yun Che’s entire body as every spot of his skin and flesh trembled in 

pain. Yet between his clenched teeth, the fact that no sound had escaped, was extremely shocking. In 

his distorted face, there actually hid a little..... excitement! 

He obviously ought to be in enough pain to wish for death as an escape.... How could this reaction be 

possible! 

How could he, a common man with a broken Profound Vein, have such daunting willpower?! 

Wrong! Was this really the willpower a human could possess?! That kind of pain, even if it were my 

father, would not even be able to bear it as leisurely as he is! 

This ordinary, mortal man.... a person fused with Sky Poison Pearl.... What exactly is he.... 

At this time Jasmine realized, in her shock, that she had entirely, and unfairly looked down on him... His 

body was weak, and his profound strength was meager; but at this time, he exhibited a terrifying 

willpower that was at a complete disparity with what he had. Before, she had always wondered why the 

Sky Poison Pearl, being one of the Heavenly Profound Treasures, would actually fuse with such a inferior 

and lowly human. But now, she had started to feel... that it seemed the Sky Poison Pearl didn’t actually 

lose its spirituality, nor had the Sky Poison Pearl’s spirituality gone mad..... 

Half a quarter of an hour went by.... 

At this time, the demonic marks all over Yun Che’s body suddenly twinkled with red luminescence, and 

his contorted face finally started to slowly ease down. 

The Profound Vein’s devourment had finished. What had followed, was the construction of the new set 

of Profound Veins. 

From the areas that had been devoured, he felt the growth of the new Profound Veins, and the growth 

speed was extremely fast; over ten times faster than the speed of devourment. The hollowed feeling 

from just before was quickly replaced by a new feeling of fullness, and the pain he had experienced also 

dissipated like the ocean’s tide. 

His sweat no longer flowed and his muscle spasms stopped; even his expression became calm. Yun Che 

closed his eyes, and remained motionless. If one looked carefully, they would see a gentle smile hanging 

from the edge of his lips. 

In the quiet stillness, Yun Che switched on his inner vision, and joyfully looked at the rapidly growing 

Profound Veins in his body. At this moment, he had lost any doubt of Jasmine’s words. The rebirth of 

Profound Veins; this unimaginable miracle had clearly and truly took place in his body. 

A human’s Profound Veins starts growing from the time of birth, and reaches maturity at around the age 

of fourteen. However his newly born Profound Veins were like bamboo shoots after a spring rain, and 

completely developed in less than two minutes. 



The fully shaped Profound Veins’ size and shape were all the same as in Yun Che’s knowledge of a 

human’s Profound Veins, at least, he couldn’t find a single disparity when using his inner vision. Under 

his fastidious senses, the locations of the Fifty-four Profound Entrances were quickly found.... Even the 

distribution and sensations were no different than an ordinary person’s profound veins. 

At the same time, out of the Fifty-four Profound Entrances, a total of eleven opened. Speaking from the 

standpoint of talent, it was a little above mediocre. Among them, there contained not the slightest 

amount of any hidden profound strength: the zeroth level of Elementary Profound Realm. 

There was none of the so called power of the Evil God, nor were there any different attributes; it was 

absolutely the most ordinary of Profound Veins. But Yun Che didn’t even possess a sliver of 

disappointment. His heart was overwhelmingly ecstatic with joy, and his blood boiled within his entire 

body.... Because these were perfectly complete, reborn profound veins, without the slightest degree of 

any scratch or any damage! 

This meant that he could finally graduate from being an eternally useless wastrel that couldn’t advance 

further than the first level of the Elementary Profound Realm. 

Despite being still far from his goal, his pledge to make the entire Xiao Sect kneel before him in under 

three years, was no longer as difficult as reaching the heavens! 

Grandfather, little aunt, I’m finally no longer a useless trash. If you knew about this, you would definitely 

be overjoyed.... Wait for me. In under three years, I’ll definitely return to your side, then never let you 

suffer humiliation and oppression ever again. I’ll make those people who mistreated you pay the cost, 

hundreds of thousands of times more! 

Yun Che howled loudly in his heart. 

At this time, the crimson colored demonic marking stopped shimmering, and instantaneously vanished 

altogether. Along with it, Yun Che finally opened his eyes. 

“How does the reborn Profound Vein feel?” Jasmine narrowed her eyes that glinted like a star.... During 

this period of time, she had thoroughly observed him for a while now. He was only three years older 

than her, and should still be considered a half grown child. Other than his pretty good looks, he had 

nothing else worthy of note.... But how could he possess such a horrifying willpower? Had he actually 

experienced hell before? 

“It really succeeded!” Yun Che tightened both of his hands into fists, as he said that with excitement. 

Right after, his tone changed and said with confusion: “However, are you sure this is the so-called 

‘Profound Veins of the Gods’? It clearly wasn’t any different when compared to regular Profound Veins. 

“How many Profound Gates were opened?” Jasmine didn’t answer his question, but questioned back. 

“Eleven.” Yun Che answered. 

Jasmine’s eyes flashed with a glimpse of disappointment. Then she said in an indifferent tone: “What I* 

obtained by losing my body and almost even dying, ultimately only gave you a small advantage in the 

end. But on your body, this extent is probably the limit. Did you think just anyone would have the 

qualifications to dabble with the power of gods? If you want to unlock the special abilities of the Evil 

God’s Profound Veins, then you must open all Fifty-four Profound Entrances! Had it ‘innately’ opened 



with over twenty Profound Entrances, I* would still be able to help you achieve it in thirty years. But 

with eleven “innately” opened Profound Entrances, even if you gave me* a hundred years of time, it 

would still be impossible for me* to do.” 

“Open all Fifty-four Profound Entrances?” 

Had this kind of words entered someone else’s ears, their mouth would’ve promptly become agape due 

to shock. For Fifty-four Profound Entrances to be all opened, it would have to be the Heavenly God’s 

Spiritual Veins from the legends! In the Blue Wind Empire’s thousand years of history, there existed not 

even one! Yet Yun Che’s expression was very calm, and instead looked at Jasmine with an unusually 

curious gaze: “Are you sure that it would work if all Fifty-four Profound Entrances were open? En, let me 

see!” 

As he finished speaking, Yun Che lifted his left hand, held it against his chest, and muttered: “Sky 

Poison.... Purification!” 

Sky Poison Pearl instantly emitted a beam of dark-green light, dissolved into Yun Che’s body and went 

through his newly born Profound Veins. 

The number of innately open Profound Entrances essentially decided the height one could reach during 

his entire lifetime, because it was extremely difficult to open Profound Entrances postnatally. Extremely 

advanced miraculous medicine, chance, and luck; not even one of these factors could be absent. Using 

external forces to open Profound Entrances would be accompanied by extremely high risks; that even 

the slightest mistake would cause irreparable damage to the Profound Veins. 

In the Profound Sky Continent, over ninety-nine percent of profound practitioners did not have any 

additional Profound Entrances opened. 

But, what kind of existence was the Sky Poison Pearl? 

With its unparalleled purifying power, clearing the closed Profound Entrances was as easy as flipping 

over the palm of a hand, and it wouldn’t even carry even the slightest amount of risks! At that time in 

the Floating Cloud City, he had used the silver needles to inject the Sky Poison Pearl’s purification power 

into Xia Qingyue’s Fifty-four Profound Entrances; not only did he open all of her locked Profound 

Entrances, all of the innately opened Profound Entrances were also purified, making her profound 

strength impeccably pristine, without the slightest hint of impurity. 

However Xia Qingyue was somebody else, and using Sky Poison Pearl’s purifying power on others had to 

be a little troublesome no matter what, which resulted in him being tired to death after every time. 

But purifying his own Profound Veins, was as easy as playing with one’s own fingers. 

Under Yun Che’s guidance, the Sky Poison Pearl’s purifying power made a trip through every single of his 

Fifty-four Profound Entrances with ease.... Yun Che could almost hear the *Sii Sii Sii Sii Sii* sound of the 

closed Profound Entrances opening. 

Not even half a minute later, all of the newborn Profound Vein’s Fifty-four Profound Entrances were 

opened. 

“Alright, all Fifty-four Profound Entrances are open. Now what?” Yun Che said with a relaxed expression. 



After he finished speaking, he had not heard a word from Jasmine for a long time. However, as he lifted 

his gaze, he found that Jasmine’s starry eyes were wide open; and the gaze that watched him.... was as if 

she were looking at an oddly shaped monster. 

Chapter 46 – Evil God’s Seven Realms 

“Sky Poison Pearl, unexpectedly had this kind of ability!” said Jasmine in surprise, as she stared at Yun 

Che’s left hand. 

“Strictly speaking, it’s not solely the power of the Sky Poison Pearl.” said Yun Che with a face full of 

pride: “Even without the Sky Poison Pearl, as long as we find the Purifying Medicine, I can still find a 

method to open all my profound entrances; only, the time and effort I have to put in would be many 

times more.” 

“You?” Jasmine eyed him suspiciously. 

“Didn’t I tell you that I was an exceptionally skilled genius doctor? As a genius doctor, it’s a given that I 

have full knowledge of the ins and outs of the human body. I am overly familiar with profound veins. In 

my lifetime, I’ve opened thousands if not tens of thousands of profound entrances. Before the passing 

of my teacher three years ago, never once have I failed to open any profound entrances. It also happens 

that even the highest grade of medicines can’t compared with the Sky Poison Pearl’s purification ability. 

Using its powers to open my profound veins was no more than just a simple matter.” 

Yun Che spoke in a very relaxed manner, relaxed to the point that one could not even see any self-

confidence or arrogance, as if he was narrating something extremely common and trifling. However, 

Jasmine unexpectedly was incapable of producing any suspicions at the bottom of her heart. She stared 

at Yun Che for a long while, then finally said in a low voice: “What a weird fellow. However, did you think 

that you’re amazing just with all the Profound Entrances open? Your foundations alone, are already far 

behind any others!” 

Yun Che didn’t mind Jasmine pouring cold water on him, and asked directly: “Just before, you said that 

after opening all the fifty four profound entrances, its unique ability would be revealed, but why do I not 

feel any change?” 

“Carefully examine your current profound veins once more.” Jasmine replied. 

“Eh?” 

Yun Che shut his eyes and started to look within his new profound veins. All fifty four profound 

entrances had been opened. Although it was empty inside the profound veins, the odor was 

incomparably clean. Yun Che attentively investigated and then he started to have an inharmonious 

feeling. In the next second, his focus was firmly locked on the center of the profound veins... 

The profound veins inside a human body was like a robust and mature tree with many “branches” 

spreading out in all directions, and on each “branch” laid a profound entrance. As for the “trunk”, it was 

the most important core position of the profound veins, the base of all the profound veins. On this base, 

there were no profound entrances. 



However at this moment, he astonishingly found out that on the core position of his profound veins, 

actually appeared seven imprints similar to profound entrances; Furthermore, it assumed in the 

arrangement of the Seven Stars of the Ursa Major. 

(TL: Ursa Major is the Big Dipper) 

Although they were shaped like profound entrances, they had a different kind of feeling when compared 

to ordinary profound entrances; They had a dull color and the location in which they appeared at, 

immediately shattered Yun Che’s knowledge and caused him to be surprised beyond words. 

“How come there are seven additional profound entrances?” Yun Che asked in astonishment as he 

opened his eyes. 

“No, those are not profound entrances.” Jasmine said faintly: “Those are used to activate the seven 

realms of Evil God Arts... The Seven Gates!” 

“Ga... tes?” It was Yun Che’s first time hearing this term. 

“The profound veins that the immortal blood bestowed upon you, has indeed no difference in other 

aspects when compared with normal profound veins; however the main difference lies in that Evil God’s 

exclusive Profound Art that it carries, the Evil God Arts! This profound art has in total, seven big gates; it 

does not need to be cultivated or anything, but rather just exists within your profound veins. Everytime 

the Evil God Arts have increased by a realm, one of the gates will open... No! It should be said in reverse; 

every time you opened a gate, the Evil God Arts will be increase by a realm! At the same time, in every 

realm of the Evil God Arts, there will be a corresponding formidable Evil God’s Profound Skill! Do you 

understand if I say it this way?” Jasmine slowly explained. 

Yun Che: “...” 

Of course Yun Che did not know the general concept of profound arts and profound skills. In the 

Profound Sky Continent, almost half of the profound practitioners have pure profound strength instead 

of Profound Arts. Profound Arts are split into different categories, but none could strengthen profound 

energy directly. Some could change the attribute or channeling of the profound energy... For example 

the Frozen Cloud Arts of the Frozen Cloud Asgard, when used, transformed the profound strength into 

an ice-cold aura; the higher the realm of the Frozen Cloud Arts, the colder the profound strength and 

profound energy. Rumors say that when trained to its peak, one could instantly seal everything in ice 

within hundreds of kilometers. Similarly, the “Burning Heaven Secret Arts” of the Burning Heaven Clan, 

one of the four major sects, could also change the attribute of the profound strength, but it was the 

exact opposite of the Frozen Cloud Asgard; it could change into a burning hot profound energy and 

profound strength. When trained to the peak, rumors say that one could use their hands to melt 

weapons. 

There were also some profound arts that were not put to use for profound strength, but instead, are 

used to assist in the training of the profound strength and et cetera... For example there was a sinister 

Yin Yang Combination Art which allows men and women to raise their profound strength through sexual 

intercourse. 

Profound Arts are usually inherited and passed down in Sects or family but were never divulged to the 

public; thus those wandering profound practitioners usually do not have profound arts. The Xiao Clan 



also did not have any traditional Profound Arts; the only things their ancestors had left behind were just 

a few weak profound skills, and nothing more. 

As for profound skills, as the name implies, it was a skill that uses different methods to execute a greater 

power using one’s profound strength. Some profound skills require specific profound arts on one’s body 

in order for it to be executed. 

“So this means, now I can use the... ‘Evil God Arts” that you mentioned?” Yun Che asked in wonder. 

“That’s right!” Jasmine nodded her head, “Your profound veins are still empty now so you couldn’t feel 

it, but once you have profound strength, you will naturally feel the existence of the Evil God Art.” 

“... You also said just now, that this ‘Evil God Art’ did not need to be cultivated, and every time I open a 

gate, the Evil God Arts would increase by a realm. In that case, how do I open a Gate?” Yun Che 

inquired. He had never come into contact with the concept of “Gates” in the past, so he did not dare to 

be reckless. Also, if its method of opening was similar with the method of opening profound entrances, 

then he could effortlessly open all of them in a short period of time, allowing the Evil God Arts to reach 

the highest realm in an instant! In the hands of others, it was considered to be impossible, but in his 

hands, it was truly as easy as turning over one’s palm! 

“That’s very simple; a thousand times much simpler than you opening all the profound entrances!” 

Jasmine started to smile, and as she smiled very strangely. The contents of her comparison caused Yun 

Che to be even more stunned than usual: “It belongs to your profound veins, so if you want to open it, it 

will naturally open... If you wish for it, you just have to use your imagination and all seven gates will 

open!” 

Just have to... imagine it? 

And then all the seven gates will be open... letting the Evil God Arts reach its highest realm 

straightaway? 

However, as he saw the indisputably dangerous smile on Jasmine’s face, Yun Che of course, did not dare 

to believe what she had just said and feebly asked: “It’s that simple?” 

“That’s right, it’s that simple. However the result will be very terrifying... You will die! Instantaneous 

explosion from within your body and die!” Jasmine said in a low voice. 

Yun Che’s mouth slightly opened. 

“The attribute of the Evil God Arts abilities are classified as “Berserk”. The first realm: [Evil Soul], the 

second realm: [Burning Heart], the third realm: [Purgatory], the fourth realm: [Rumbling Heaven], the 

fifth realm: [Hades].” 

Jasmine’s voice paused there, prompting Yun Che to ask impatiently: “Then what about the sixth and 

seventh realm? Why would I die once I use it?” 

“This princess also has no idea about the sixth and seventh realm. In the memory imprint of that drop of 

immortal blood, it only recorded up to the fifth realm. Thinking about it, it’s probably because when the 

Evil God left the drop of immortal blood behind, he believed that with a human’s body, opening the fifth 

realm would be the limit. Unless one is seeking death, otherwise, it would essentially be impossible to 



open the sixth gate at any time. Therefore, he did not leave any information about the sixth and seventh 

realm... Because every time you open a gate, the Evil God Arts will increase by a realm, and 

accompanying it will be a sudden increase of stress that your body would not be able to bear! If you 

force the Evil God Arts to reach a realm that you’re incapable of handling, in light cases, your body 

would suffer serious damage, and your vitality would be heavily injured! In heavy cases, your profound 

veins would explode and your body will disintegrate as it shatters into pieces, resulting in death!” 

“With your current body, even if it’s just opening the first gate, you would immediately explode and 

die!” 

“... It’s that scary? What’s the meaning of the “Berserk” attribute of the Evil God Art? What level do I 

need to be at to be able to use it?” Yun Che asked. 

Jasmine rolled her eyes as a scornful look flashed across her delicate face: “Don’t you think that you’re 

asking this question way too early?! You have just gotten your new profound veins without even a single 

strand of profound strength and you’re already dreaming of reaching the heavens in a single step?” 

“... Okay, you are right.” Yun Che had no retort, nor did he continue to question closely. As he shifted his 

focus away from the gates, he took a deep breath: “Even though it’s quite late, I will definitely not let 

these profound veins that came from the Evil God, go to waste! I will immediately begin to cultivate 

right now!!” 

“Groooooowl...” 

As soon as Yun Che brimmed with determination, an untimely growl came from his stomach, instantly 

dispersing all the grandeur he gathered just before. He had not eaten for an entire night and afternoon, 

thus his stomach was already rumbling with hunger. 

“Since you’re so familiar with profound veins, you do not need this princess to teach you how to enter 

the Elementary Profound Realm. This princess must now return into the Sky Poison Pearl; you are not 

allowed to disturb this princess within the next three days.” 

Previously, Jasmine had suffered from the rebound effects of the deadly poison after repeatedly using 

her profound strength; although the rebound was being suppressed by the Sky Poison Pearl at the 

moment, it still allowed the deadly poison to infiltrate further into the soul. If it did not get purified by 

the Sky Poison Pearl, it could even spread to the origin of her soul and by that time, even the Sky Poison 

Pearl would be unable to save her. 

“Please wait awhile, I still have a few questions I want to ask... You keep referring to yourself as ‘this 

princess’; could it be that you’re a royal princess of some empire... Hey, hey!!” 

Before Yun Che had even finished asking his question, Jasmine’s body had already disappeared as it 

turned into a scarlet light, and entered the Sky Poison Pearl. 

Although he was hungry, he could no longer go back to Cyan Forest Town. Xiao Kuangyun and his gang 

probably have already found out about Xiao Ba and Xiao Jiu’s horrible deaths, and would inevitably link 

their deaths to him. If he were to meet them with his current body without any profound strength, he 

would at least die ten times. 



After a moment’s time of careful consideration, he surveyed the mountain range that extended 

outwards, to who knows where. While lightly gritting his teeth, he hastily walked towards the opposite 

direction of Cyan Forest Town. 

The road of profound cultivation in this lifetime, will start off from this Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range! 

Chapter 47 – The Boundary of Life and Death 

Yun Che sat in place and closed his eyes. A few breaths later, his expression became completely tranquil 

as his heart emptied. In addition to the pangs of hunger, his excitement and rashness from receiving the 

new set of Profound veins also completely faded away. His mind and consciousness were all centralized 

in the middle of the new set of profound veins within his body. 

Due to his two lifetimes of cultivating in the ways of the Profound, he no longer needed another’s 

guidance when progressing from zero to hero. The first wave of profound strength in the Profound Veins 

came from one’s vitality; precisely, by slowly pulling one’s vitality bit by bit into the Profound Veins, it 

would slowly transform into a sparse profound energy. Once the Profound Veins were filled to the brim 

with this sparse profound energy, it would be the first official step into a profound strength of the 

Elementary Profound Realm! 

Practitioners with mediocre talent generally required around half a year for this process. Practitioners 

with great talent could complete it within three to four months. Once this extremely important 

foundation was completed, one could then continue to further cultivate by absorbing the vitality from 

the sky and earth. There was no way around this process because only after officially entering the 

Elementary Profound Realm , would one have the ability to use their Profound Vein to absorb the 

vitality of the heavens and earth. 

In the midst of silence, strands of Elementary Profound energy started to condense in Yun Che’s 

Profound Veins... With all his Fifty-four Profound Entrances opened, the vitality from his body influxed 

from fifty four directions all at once; its speed was as fast as one could imagine... 

Before Jasmine had entered the Sky Poison Pearl, she had told Yun Che not to disturb her within three 

days. However she had not expected that after she awakened from her slumber, seven days had already 

passed. 

After falling fast asleep inside the Sky Poison Pearl for the past seven days, the negative aftereffects 

from using her profound strength previously, had finally been completely eliminated. She looked toward 

Yun Che from inside the Sky Poison Pearl and let out a faint *Eh?* sound of surprise from her pink lips 

after a while. 

Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, waterfall between the mountains. 

On the wall of the mountain that was about two to three hundred meters, a gigantic waterfall rushed 

down, and crashed into the pool below, causing mist to rise into the air. The enormous deafening sound 

was like the rumbling of thunder, which traveled far and wide. 

At the edge of the waterfall, a topless bare-footed youth was currently walking step by step towards the 

screen of water that looked like it was falling from heaven. All his profound strength was being released 

without reservation whilst protecting his head and his back. 



His figure seemed especially miniscule under this gigantic screen of water. Although the height of this 

waterfall wasn’t too ridiculous, the force of the water crashing down was still enough to easily smash 

one’s body into pieces... 

However the youth continued without a care, and walked toward the huge boulder that the waterfall 

had been smashing on for who knows how many years. 

When Jasmine left the Sky Poison Pearl, what she saw was exactly this scene. She took a look at the 

height of the waterfall, and her moon-like eyebrows faintly rose. 

“Boom!” 

The impact of the huge current collided ruthlessly onto Yun Che’s body, breaking apart his weak 

profound energy defense instantly, and smashed him ruthlessly into the violent and churning pool. 

A hot and searing pain enveloped Yun Che’s whole body as his entire upper torso turned completely red. 

In the corner of his mouth, a frightening line of blood leaked out.. However, there was not a single trace 

of retreat nor fear in both his eyes. Panting heavily, he floated up from the churning waters and used all 

of his strength to resist the heavy current as he climbed up the shore with difficulty.. 

The blow of the waterfall caused quite a bit of damage to him, and by resisting the current and 

swimming to the shore, he nearly exhausted the last of his energy. However, he did not fall down and 

pant after he climbed up the shore,, but instead, once again, walked toward the boulder under the 

waterfall with his swaying body. He then focused the strands of feeble profound energy, the last of his 

profound energy, and gathered it above him to protect his head. 

“Already at the first level of the Elementary Profound Realm? He is actually that fast!” Looking at the 

tiny profound energy Yun Che was releasing, Jasmine was amazed in her heart. In just a short span of 

seven days, he actually officially stepped into the first level of Elementary Profound Realm! This speed, 

even among the people she knew, was enough to startle another. 

It was clearly a mortal’s body and before his new profound veins had activated the Evil God’s Secret 

Arts, it was no different from an ordinary person’s profound veins... What method did he use to enter 

the Elementary Profound Realm within such a short span of seven days! With the body of a human, even 

if all the profound entrances were opened, it would normally take at least a month! 

However, to actually challenge this kind of waterfall at just the first level of the elementary Profound 

realm; this was clearly a death wish! 

And after getting heavily damaged by the waterfall the first time, under the condition of nearly having 

all his profound strength routed, he barely had any rest before stepping toward the waterfall once 

more. 

Jasmine rushed over and yelled in a charming tone of voice: “Are you wishing for death!” 

Yun Che heard Jasmine voice and and his footsteps paused for a while. However it was only a short 

while, for he continued to walk toward the waterfall. 

“Boom!!” 



The last of the remaining profound energy were immediately dispersed without question, and in an 

instant, over a dozen tiny wounds split open on Yun Che’s back. As his vision turned black, he spew a big 

mouthful of fresh blood from his mouth, and then smashed into the churning waters once more. 

“How truly reckless!” Jasmine frowned. In a flash, she rushed toward the direction in which Yun Che was 

swept away, ready to throw him ashore. Soon enough, Yun Che’s silhouette floated up to the surface of 

the water, but when she came closer to Yun Che and was about to pull him up, she instead heard a 

hoarse and weak, yet determined rejection... 

“Do not... help... me...” 

Yun Che’s face that floated out from the surface of the water was white as paper. The scars on his body 

was a horrifying sight; as he opened his eyes halfway, his gaze seemed to be lax, yet at the same time, 

extremely sober. 

He actually didn’t lose consciousness... Jasmine retracted her hands, and her heart was amazed once 

more. Wrong! According to his previous condition, if it was an ordinary person who took that impact, 

there was no way possible one could remain sober. 

As she looked at him, Jasmine suddenly wondered, was possible that he was using only his willpower, as 

if his life depended on it, to stay conscious? 

“It’s impressive enough that you did not lose consciousness. Are you sure you can come ashore?” As he 

wished, Jasmine floated above him and did not give him a helping hand. After she finished her sentence, 

as if she suddenly remembered something, her face flushed and she quickly retreated in a frightened 

sort of manner. She continuously withdrew in a straight line, her two small hands simultaneously 

pressing downwards on herself, until she was quite a distance away. 

Only, at this moment, it was evident that Yun Che’s attention was obviously not on her. If he was in his 

normal condition, he could still resist this kind of current. However to the him now, this rapid current 

was undoubtedly a nightmare; he squeezed out his nearly exhausted profound veins and raised his 

practically numb arm. As he unwaveringly resisted the heavy impact of the current against his body, he 

proceeded to slowly swim ashore, bit by bit... 

A few breaths later, the muscles in his arms and shoulders began to convulse... This was the natural 

reaction of the body when one had completely depleted their strength. Under this situation, the arms 

were already fundamentally impossible to be lifted, and could be considered to be more or less, 

disabled.. The scars on his back grew larger as they slowly split apart, as blood cascaded downwards 

without stopping... Jasmine’s heart grew more and more apprehensive as she continued to watch this 

scene, for even her previously clenching hands involuntarily loosened... 

However, both of Yun Che’s arms began to raise and move, and his body gradually approached the 

shore. It was impossible to imagine where he had squeezed out that energy from when it was clear that 

his body had reached its limit, for his strength was completely depleted, and even his consciousness 

ought to have scattered... Perhaps it was not strength that propelled his body forward, but willpower... 

An incomparably frightful willpower! 



Under Jasmine’s blank gaze, Yun Che once again climbed back ashore. At that moment, Jasmine’s heart 

shuddered as if she had just witnessed an incomparably large world war. Just when she’d thought Yun 

Che would faint after being this weak, she instead saw him sway about as he stood up once again. 

He could actually still stand up!! 

Yun Che who had stood up once again, walked in Jasmine’s direction; his footsteps were extremely slow, 

and with every step he took, his body would sway violently, with the possibility of collapsing anytime. He 

continued to walk onwards for over a dozen steps before finally stopping to a halt. It was then that 

Jasmine discovered a small pool in that direction. The pool was obviously man-made and was no long 

than a meter. Its interior was filled with... a black liquid! 

Yun Che entered the black pool and sat down with difficulty until his entire body, aside from his head, 

was submerged in the black liquid. It was then that Yun Che closed his eyes and finally lost conscious. 

Jasmine landed from the air and watched the unconscious Yun Che with a complicated expression. 

The pool was obviously dug by Yun Che, for there was a large spread of assorted items near its 

surroundings. Most of which were different kinds of herbs, perhaps with over twenty types of different 

varieties. Among them, the item with the highest quantity was a pile of pitch black branches and leaves 

that looked like dry firewood. The odor it gave out was extremely similar to the one the pool let out. 

Jasmine casually picked up a root, placed it at the tip of her nose and took a light sniff. Immediately, her 

complexion slightly changed: “Demon Skull Vine!” 

He actually soaked himself in this!! 

So he used this type of method, in a short span of seven days... No! Maybe even less than seven days, to 

forcefully push himself into the Elementary Profound Realm!? 

Jasmine stared at Yun Che’s face in silence... His soft and immature face was proof that he was indeed 

only sixteen years old, yet how was it possible for him to achieve this level!! Could it be that he really 

had... experienced hell before? 

Two hours later, Yun Che woke up to see Jasmine floating beside him. The moment he opened his eyes, 

she coldly looked at him with her little face. Once she saw him opened his eyes, she immediately 

pressed down as if it was her conditioned reflex. 

“You’ve been continuously doing this these past few days?” Jasmine opened her mouth and asked. 

“More or less.” Yun Che straightened his still powerless body, while the wounds on his back were more 

or less healed. In the pool, there were not only the Demon Skull Vines present, but also the herbs he’d 

personally picked, which were used to make the best of recovery fluids. 

“Are you not afraid of sudden death!” Jasmine’s face became somewhat chilly. 

“I won’t let myself die. Absolutely not!” Yun Che lightly laughed as he said that with complete self-

confidence and determination. 



Jasmine smiled disdainfully: “You overestimate yourself. Did you think that there will only be water in 

that waterfall? If a boulder somehow had gotten mixed in, fell and smash on your body, your body could 

snap into two halves... I want to know, for what reason, are you so desperate?” 

“Because, I need to have a strong enough power.” Yun Che looked up halfway in the pool, and slowly 

said: “If I had enough power, my master wouldn’t have been forced to die, my family wouldn’t have had 

to suffer humiliation either... Previously, my profound veins were crippled, thus I had no qualifications 

to pursue strength. Now the heavens... Oh that’s not right, it was Jasmine who gave me a brand new set 

of profound veins, so of course I had no reason to continue to be lazy and negligent... And you! My little 

master Jasmine, you opened your mouth and the first thing you wanted me to do was to reach a realm 

that no one in the entire Blue Wind Empire, had ever reached before, in a mere thirty years; for your 

sake, how could I not be desperate?” 

Chapter 48 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire 

Yun Che’s method of cultivation was very simple, but also very extreme and very frightening. 

Using the waterfall’s immense power of impact, he completely scattered his own Profound Energy, 

while also withstanding a substantial amount of trauma that was being dealt to his life force. Then, 

under this near burnt out state, he exploits and teared apart the limits of his body and Profound 

Strength. 

Because toppling the limit also means advancing a step further. 

However during this process, even the slightest trace of inattentiveness would result in immediate 

death! 

Afterwards, he submerged himself inside the medicinal liquid made from Demonic Skull Vine. The 

Demonic Skull Vine contained an acute poison, and would also intensely stimulate the body. After Yun 

Che lost his consciousness, the cells on the surface of his body would still continue to spasm, contract, 

and invigorate under the stimulation. This sped up the healing process, and forcefully pushed his body a 

step further, breaking its limits. As for the poison carried by the Demonic Skull Vine, Yun Che, who 

possessed the Sky Poison Pearl wasn’t daunted by it in the slightest. 

This was essentially how he had passed these last few days. He trained with his life on the line using this 

extreme method, as if he was a suicidal madman. 

“Hmph, if you are this desperate, I* naturally won’t stop you. So, how long are you planning to stay here 

and train?” Jasmine said haughtily with her charming voice. 

“Of course, it’ll be until I’ve conquered this waterfall!” Yun Che said with determination, as a glimpse of 

resolution flashed across his eyes: “If I can’t even conquer a mere waterfall, what qualification do I have 

to conquer my goal!” 

“Alright, then this princess will observe how long you’ll need to conquer this waterfall. But before 

that....” Jasmine’s petite face turned to the side at this moment, and her cheeks revealed a hint of 

bashfulness: “ Immediately, go buy a new set of clothes for me*! Including underwear, outerwear shoes, 

and hair ribbons!” 



“.... Is that really necessary? I think your current attire looks pretty good?” Yun Che evaluated Jasmine 

from the top to bottom, and said with a serious face. 

“If you don’t go and buy them, I* will get angry.” Immediately, an icy cold aura filled with killing intent 

began to seep out of Jasmine’s body. 

“Fine, I’ll go after I’ve finished recovering my profound strength.” 

Yun Che adjusted his seating in the medicinal pond; while calming his heart and breath, he felt the once 

again completely empty Profound Veins, slowly becoming satiated. A short while later, he suddenly 

asked: “Jasmine, before you entered the Sky Poison Pearl last time, there seemed to be a question that 

you didn’t answer me.... Where did you actually come from? Are you an imperial princess from some 

kind of empire?” 

Jasmine stood up, and said with a flat complexion: “I*, of course am a princess, but not some kind of 

imperial princess. As for where I* came from.... that is a place you wouldn’t know even if I had said it. 

From this place.... It’s extremely far away!” 

From Jasmine’s mannerism, she clearly did not want to completely answer his question. Yun Che 

thought for a little bit, and said: “If it’s that far away, why did you come to Floating Cloud City? Was it 

that you were forced to escape there because of the people chasing you?” 

Jasmine’s petite and cute eyebrow promptly sunk, and said coldly: “All of the people who chased me* 

are already dead. But I* didn’t expect, that they actually had this kind of ‘taboo’ poison! I* was actually 

poisoned unawares! As for the reason why I* came to this place, it was to find the five Evil God’s secret 

grounds, mentioned in the memories of the Evil God’s blood. Amongst them, one of the Evil God’s 

secret ground’s location was vaguely around the Blue Wind Empire’s eastern area. As I* was searching 

for it, the acute poison became active.... The rest of the story, you should already roughly understand.” 

“Evil God’s five secret grounds?” Yun Che had a face full of bewilderment. 

“The Evil God’s memories had mentioned that this Profound Sky Continent was created by the Evil God 

at that time; on this Profound Sky continent, he had five places of refuge. Before his downfall, he left 

five “Seeds” in these respective five places. It also clarified that....” Jasmine took a glance at Yun Che: 

“Only those who had inherited his power, would be able to find them!” 

“That means, only we will be able to find them?” A wave of excitement hit Yun Che, and he hurried said: 

“What exactly are those five seeds? Are they powerful? And how am I supposed to find them?” 

“Hmph, how could I* know! But since it’s something left behind by the Evil God, how could they be 

powerless. However, the you right now should better stop having these extraneous thoughts. The Evil 

God’s secret grounds; the level of strength in the surrounding area will certainly be outrageously high, 

how would you be able to touch or even go near it! Someday, when you’re able to arrogantly look down 

upon the entire Blue Wind Empire, think about it then.” Jasmine said those words like an elder, proud of 

one’s wisdom and experience. 

“....” Yun Che could only shut his mouth, collect his thoughts, and quietly recover his profound strength. 

.......................................... 



Seven days had went by, and there was essentially no chance of Xiao Kuangyun remaining inside Cyan 

Forest Town. Yun Che brought out a new set of clothes from the Sky Poison Pearl, changed, and then 

went back to Cyan Forest Town. With only one goal in mind: To buy a new set of clothes for Jasmine. 

But in the end, Yun Che returned empty handed... 

It was because the process went like this... 

“Jasmine, how’re these clothes? They seem to look pretty good.” 

“Don’t want it! I’d* never wear anything purple!” 

“Then, how about this one...” 

“How could the dresses in this place be this crude! How can this princess wear something so unrefined!” 

“.... This is only a remote town, and the clothes from this shop could be considered the most luxurious, 

it’s the same if you just put up with it...” 

“I’d* rather not wear anything, than to wear something crude like this! I don’t want any of these 

clothes!” 

“..... Wait until I’ve conquered the waterfall, then I’ll be heading to New Moon City. There should 

definitely be better clothing there; if you don’t want the clothes here, we’ll have to buy them then.” 

“Hmph!” 

“Or.... let’s get some panties first?” 

“You’re.... seeking.... death~~.... Want to bet if I’ll kill you right now!!” 

............................................. 

Unknowingly, four months had subtly passed by. 

Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, waterfall in the mountains. 

The season had already quietly entered wintertime, for the waterfall’s water began to progressively 

become, more and more bone-chilling. However, a youth was actually standing under the waterfall 

during this period of time. His upper torso was exposed, and his eyes were tightly closed as he let the 

violent flow of ice-cold water frantically stream down his body. Yet his face didn’t falter, as if he was 

rooted there like a unyielding boulder. In his body, profound energy desperately surged to defend 

against the water flow’s impact.... Until the last hint of Profound Energy was completely squeezed dry. 

*Boom*.... 

The youth’s body started to waver some, then when it finally was incapable of bracing itself anymore, he 

crashed into the torrential pool of water. 

Climbing out of the pool onto the bank with difficulty, Yun Che breathed heavily, walked to the small 

new pond he dug out and submerged himself. He then snatched up a few black-colored herbal medicine 

pellets that were beside the pond and stuffed them in his mouth.... They were low class Profound 



Recovering Pellets synthesized from the Iron Sand Vines he collected from the surrounding area; they 

could slightly boost the recovery rate of Profound Strength for a period of time. 

After consuming the Profound Recovering Pellets, Yun Che took a long sigh of relief, closed his eyes and 

entered a state of meditation. Fifty-four Profound Entrances were all open, and quickly recovered the 

Profound Strength’s severe deficit. 

These few months, he had always stayed at the edge of this waterfall. He tore open his limits again and 

again, and at the same time, no irreparable damage or wounds had been dealt because of the Demon 

Skull Vine’s liquid immersion. 

Jasmine looked at him from afar in complete silence. Regarding Yun Che’s suicidal method of cultivation, 

she had already gotten used to observing it. She had expected that the Yun Che would only be able to 

endure this degree of training for a few days. But what made her utterly astonished, was that for an 

entire four months, he did the same thing, everyday, without relaxing a single day. However, this insane 

cultivation was definitely not because he had lost his mind; Whenever he felt that his body’s burden or 

damage was too much, he would promptly return to soak in the Demon Skull Vine’s medicinal pond to 

slowly let his body recover and strengthen. As time went on, the amount of Demon Skull Vine he 

collected everyday increased more and more, and the Demon Skull Vine’s extracted liquid became 

thicker and thicker. The concentration was high enough that a profound practitioner at Elementary 

Profound Realm would immediately die after being submerged for a mere five or six seconds. 

An hour and half later, Yun Che opened his eyes and jumped out of the small pond. He wiped his body, 

grabbed the leftover roasted bunny from his previous meal, and started to wolf it down. 

“This time’s perseverance lasted twenty-three seconds, a slightly improvement compared to last time.” 

Jasmine came to his side, arms crossed in front of her petite chest, as she unemotionally said that. 

“At this pace, in another one and half months, you’ll be able to breakthrough to the fifth level of 

Elementary Profound Realm. This speed, can be considered as not too shabby.” 

Starting from zero, he reached the first level of Elementary Profound Realm in seven days; the second 

level of Elementary Profound Realm in a month; the third level of Elementary Profound Realm in two 

and a half months; and ten days ago, he had also reached the fourth level of Elementary Profound 

Realm. This speed was not just ‘not too shabby’; even within the all the history of Profound Cultivation 

of the Blue Wind Empire, this speed was qualified to be considered as something that had never been 

seen before. 

Yun Che’s Fifty-four Profound Entrances were entirely opened; he was well acquainted with the 

structure of the human body, the constitution of Profound Veins, and cultivation process when training 

in the ways of the Profound. Adding on the immense grind that ignored day and night as if his life 

depended on it, the possibility of having this kind of astonishing speed was in no way, just an 

exaggeration. 

As of now, not only was his profound strength incomparable to the state it was at four months ago, his 

body also became excessively resilient. However, the increase in protective profound strength was only 

a small part of the reason; the bigger reason, was that he took the impact from the water and soaked in 

the Demon Skull Vine’s juice for a countless amount of time. Although his profound strength was only at 



the fourth level of Elementary Profound Realm, perhaps his body’s strength may not be defeated by 

profound practitioners at the sixth level of Elementary Profound Realm. 

“Uuu... Then... when will you teach me profound techniques? You’ve already named yourself as my 

master for four months, but still hadn’t taught me anything.” Yun Che unclearly said as he was eating. 

“You clearly knew about the basics of training in the Profound, so you obviously didn’t need me* to 

teach you anything.” Jasmine stiffened her face, and assumed a look with a master’s imposing dignity: 

“What you currently need to do is to consolidate the Elementary Profound Realm. After you’ve broken 

through the Elementary Profound Realm and enter Nascent Profound Realm, I* will naturally teach you 

profound techniques.” 

As she had spoken until here, the expression in Jasmine’s eyes suddenly fluctuated, and her voice also 

dampened: “Someone is coming.” 

“Wouldn’t people come here often?” Yun Che said casually. 

“There are five people altogether, their profound strengths all at the Sky Profound Realm. And one of 

them, is already half a step into the Emperor Profound Realm!” Jasmine slightly knitted her brow as her 

voice faintly stiffened in heavy concentration. 

“Wh.... at!!” Yun Che almost bit his tongue as he yelled without composure. 

Sky Profound Realm? At this little Cyan Forest Town’s Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, why would 

profound practitioners at the level of the Sky Profound Realm appear? The Sky Profound Realm was 

situated at the pinnacle of the Blue Wind Empire. It was something that only a person of character, like 

Chu Yueli, would be in; and usually received the idolization of many, a transcendent existence! 

Half a step into Emperor Profound Realm was at the tenth level of Sky Profound Realm’s apex, yet there 

was a supremely strong being who’s only half a step’s distance away from the Emperor Profound Realm! 

This strength was an ultimate existence that had sufficient enough power to touch the title of the Blue 

Wind Empire’s top ten! 

These kind of characters are generally born from those enormous sects of long influential standing. Even 

within those enormous sects, their positions would be extremely high, for they were fundamentally 

impossible to be seen by ordinary commoners. Why would they appear in such a remote area? Not only 

that, it was five of them at the same time! 

Chapter 49 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire (2) 

This sort of lineup would be enough to generate a huge uproar no matter where it appeared in Blue 

Wind Empire. Appearing in this small and remote place could only be described as inconceivable. 

Yun Che lifted his head and saw the five black dots from the northern skies fly toward him in a single 

glance. After reaching Sky Profound Realm, one would be able to practice the Profound Floating 

Technique, and fly through the sky. Unquestionably, these five people were just as Jasmine said; they 

truly were super-strong practitioners of the Sky Profound Realm! 

The flight speed of these five people weren’t fast, for only after a long time elapsed did they finally pass 

above Yun Che. When they noticed that someone was watching them, two people among the group 



slightly shifted their gaze downwards and glanced at Yun Che.... But they only took a glance at him, and 

then retracted their gazes. The other three didn’t even bother to look at him. A person that was only at 

the Elementary Profound Realm, simply didn’t meet the qualifications to have their direct attention or 

concern. 

After they flew further away, Yun Che slightly contemplated, and then promptly made a decision. He 

immediately put away all the medicinal materials he had collected, these few days, into the Sky Poison 

Pearl. He then changed his clothes and started to run in the direction that those five strong practitioners 

of the Sky Profound Realm flew towards. 

“What are you doing?” Jasmine asked while knitting her brow. 

“Of course, trying to catch up with those five people!” Yun Che quickly said without stopping his 

footsteps. 

“Don’t tell me, you want to catch up and beg for them to accept you as their disciple?” Jasmine spoke 

with a callous tone. 

“How would that be possible! I already have Jasmine as my little master, how could I fancy others.” Yun 

Che immediately threw out some flattering words, then he flashed a grin and said: “The most likely 

reason that powerful people at Sky Profound Realm actually appeared here, would be because they’re 

here for some sort of Profound Beast. It’s likely to be a high level profound beast too, or else, it 

definitely won’t need five strong practitioners at the level of Sky Profound Realm to strike together! 

High level profound beasts have treasures all over the bodies; if they are capable of killing it, they would 

unquestionably acquire an exceedingly amount of tremendous rewards. 

“Then, how do you know that they’re not just passing by?” Jasmine spoke while looking at him with the 

side of her eyes. 

“It’s very simple. Because the speed of their flight is slow, slow enough that even I would able to catch 

up. No matter traveling or treasure hunting, their mood should be very imperative, and their speed 

shouldn’t be as slow as this. Hence the best explanation, would be that they will be facing an extremely 

strong profound beast, and their target is already very close. Thus they slowed down their speed and 

approached cautiously, using this time to discuss and strategize.” 

“Even if it is so, what can you do after you’ve caught up? A Profound Beast that needed the cooperation 

of five Sky Profound practitioners must be a high level Sky Profound Beast. That level of battle is 

fundamentally something you can’t step a foot in; are you heading there to become their cannon 

fodder?” Jasmine said with quite a bit of disdain. 

“If my presumptions are not mistaken, and they also succeed in the end, I’ll at least be able to 

offhandedly get something out of this, right? For an example, they may only take away the Profound 

Core, eyes, claws and teeth of the profound beast.... I won’t believe that they would bring everything 

back without leaving a single trace of skin and meat!” Yun Che said while his grin exposed his teeth. 

“You’re such a wuss.” Jasmine coldly snorted and said, full of contempt. 

The flying speed of the five people in mid air became more and more slow; it was as Yun Che clearly 

hypothesized, they were getting closer and closer to the target destination. Yun Che followed from afar, 



but he wasn’t really all that anxious of being discovered. Because even if he was discovered, since he 

was only at the fourth level of Elementary Profound Realm, they simply wouldn’t bother to put him in 

their eyes at all, and were probably too lazy to care. 

“Violent Nascent Profound Beasts Active Ahead, Those Below Elementary Profound Realm Level Ten 

Must Not Enter.” 

An aged warning sign appeared in front of Yun Che. The Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range was very big, 

and as one proceeds deeper into the mountains, the profound beasts become more and more ferocious. 

But overall, Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range’s profound beasts weren’t all that strong, but they were still 

not something that profound practitioners at Yun Che’s level could handle. 

Not after walking too far, more warning signs appeared in front one by one. 

“High Level Profound Beasts Active Ahead, Below Nascent Profound Realm Level Five Please Leave With 

Haste.” 

Along the way, Yun Che had bumped into a total of five warning signs. However, the last warning sign 

was labeled with blood-red colored carved words: 

“Scarlet Dragon Prohibited Region!” 

These were only four words, but they contained enough tension to make one’s heart palpate. 

Everyone inhabiting Cyan Forest Town all knew that the area ahead was a taboo region that must never 

be stepped into; because out of everyone who entered, none had ever returned alive. 

The five people above in mid air had also stopped at this time. Separated by a long distance, Yun Che 

faintly heard their conversing voices. 

“Is it around here?” 

“Correct, that red colored region ahead, should be the nest of that Flame Dragon.” 

“Are you sure that you’ve investigated the Flame Dragon’s true strength clearly? 

“Mn, tenth level Sky Profound Beast! There should be no mistakes, with senior elder here, there’s no 

reason that we wouldn’t be able to dispose of it!” 

“If we can obtain its fire-attribute Profound Core, then we could definitely let young master’s Burning 

Heaven Arts make another breakthrough. If successful, in the next Blue Wind Ranking Tournament, we 

would have the confidence to press ahead of the Xiao Sect and even Frozen Cloud Asgard!” 

Burning Heaven Arts? 

These four words made Yun Che feel a tremor in his whole body. These five people, were actually from 

one of the Blue Wind Empire’s four major sects, Burning Heaven Clan? 

No wonder this kind of lineup could come out at the same time; they were actually people from one of 

the four major sects! One of them was even a senior elder, which meant that this arrangement of five 

people could be considered the core strength in the Burning Heaven Clan! 



And their goal for coming here was sure enough for a powerful profound beast! The tenth level Sky 

Profound Beast that came out of their mouths, was it the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range’s “Scarlet 

Dragon”, recorded in the legends? 

“Seems like someone had always been following us.” 

“Heh, it’s only an Elementary Profound Realm’s little brat. Probably because it’s the first time he had 

seen the Profound Floating Technique, so he recklessly followed us. Hmph, if he really wants to die that 

bad, there’s no need to wait for the Flame Dragon to strike, I can send him on a trip to hell right now.” 

“Tch, bothering with the likes of a brat in the Elementary Profound Realm, do you even care for your 

integrity.” 

The inside of Yun Che’s heart suddenly went cold. Although he had been extremely careful following 

along the way, but evidently, he was still discovered. After all, the other side were all in the frightening 

Sky Profound Realm. 

Covertly breathing in, Yun Che’s footstep retreated backwards, his heart developing an desire to back 

off. After all, at the moment, his strength was too weak; weak enough to not have the qualifications to 

even go on an adventure. If he was slightly careless, he would have to pay with his life. 

As he stepped back a few steps and started to leave, his heart suddenly jumped. He could even faintly 

hear the the *Ba-dump* sound that came from his heart. 

“This is....” 

*Ba-dump*....*Ba-dump”..... 

The heart fiercely jumped again. In his heart, an inexplicable feeling suddenly surfaced, to then became 

more and more intense. 

This feeling is..... 

Yun Che put his hand onto his chest, a baffled bewilderment appeared on his face... There’s something... 

calling for me? 

Yun Che turned around and looked toward the south. This incomprehensible feeling clearly came from 

that direction. This feeling was really subtle; although it was a kind of illusory and whimsical feeling that 

could not be described with words, his heart could not even generate the slightest hint of doubt or 

resistance. 

“What’s wrong with you?” Jasmine asked when she detected his abnormality in the Sky Poison Pearl. 

“Over there, something seems to be summoning me?” Yun Che said with a serene complexion, while 

looking toward the south. 

“Summoning?” Jasmine’s voice was filled with surprise. 

“It can’t be wrong, it’s right over there.” Yun Che’s eyebrows slightly knitted together: “In the end, what 

kind of thing is it? Is it some special kind of bewitching technique... That’s not right! Not only is the 

consciousness reacting, the Profound Veins are too! No.... I must go there and take a look!” 



The five people in mid air had already proceeded ahead. If he kept on advancing, any profound beast 

that jumped out could end his life. If the Burning Heaven Clan’s people discovered that he was still 

following, they may even think of him as a hinderance and kill him... 

After some hesitation, Yun Che clenched his teeth and took out the last Star Concealing Grass and 

gripped it in his left hand. After releasing the grip, it had already turned into a crystal clear Star 

Concealing Pellet. 

Swallowing down the Star Concealing Pellet, Yun Che’s body immediately disappeared, as if it had 

turned into mist. Without shadow or form, Yun Che took open strides, and quickly rushed forward. 

The minute he stepped into the “Scarlet Dragon Prohibited Region”, a wave of sweltering dry heat 

suddenly came across his face, making Yun Che lose his breath in an instant. Ahead, was a small 

mountain that didn’t look very tall. He hastily rushed up and stopped at the mountain top, and looked 

ahead with knitted brows. 

In his view, there appeared a large chunk of a scarlet-red colored region. In the middle of that region, 

was a nearly one hundred meter high gigantic cave, a barren environment without a single blade of 

growing grass. Strands of scorching white gas and ember spewed from the cracks in the ground and the 

caves from time to time, as if it had just been scorched by heavenly fire. 

The five from Burning Heaven Clan had also arrived above the top of the cave by now. The position Yun 

Che was now at, finally allowed him to clearly see the faces of those five people. Four out of the the five 

looked to be around fifty, with a red flame embroidered on their cloth robes. As for the person in the 

middle, his beard was already completely white, and his complexion was composed, but every part of 

his body was emitting a wave terrifying aura that made Yun Che suffocate. 

Five in the Sky Profound Realms.... The one in middle, was the supremely strong practitioner who was 

already half a step into the Emperor Profound Realm. 

For Burning Heaven Clan to send out such a shocking formation, it seemed like the Flame Dragon’s 

Profound Core, was indeed, critically important to them. 

“Looks like the information really was correct! Inside, there inhabits a humongous profound beast of the 

fire attribute!” The middle-aged man on the rightmost spoke with a stern look. 

“Don’t act carelessly. This cave may have some unpredictable mystery and traps; it should still better to 

lead this Flame Dragon out of the cave.” 

“Then let me do it!” 

The leftmost middle-aged man took a step forward and swung his right hand; then, a dark-gold blade 

that was more than three feet long appeared in his clenching hand. Burning Heaven Clan’s main weapon 

was a single-edge blade; hence, one of their major profound techniques was called the “Heaven Burning 

Blade”. As the Heaven Burning Art was channeled, the blade ignited flames; as flames followed the 

blade, its power was extremely shocking. 

“HAAH!!” 



When the middle aged man lifted the long blade, the sword’s body was immediately lit up with a 

scorching flame as he ferociously cleaved downwards during his howl. 

Rumble...... 

A solidly thick dragon-shaped flame flew out from the blade; accompanied by a scorching heatwave and 

the whistling of the wind, it charged toward the front of the gigantic cave. As it crashed onto the ground 

with a thundering bang, the dragon shaped flame suddenly exploded outwards. A crater over ten meters 

deep was instantly blown into the previously level ground, and a burnt aura dispersed in all four 

directions. 

Even the entirety of the gigantic cave, slightly trembled a bit. 

Chapter 50 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire (3) 

“ROOOOOOARR!!!!” 

Suddenly, a tremendously loud roar that was loud enough to cause the earth to quake and the heavens 

to tremble, came from inside the huge cave. Although Yun Che was quite a distance away, both his ears 

immediately went deaf after hearing this thunder-like sound. 

Along with the sound of the roar, suddenly came a blazing light from deep within the cave. It was 

subsequently followed by the appearance of a pillar of flame tens of meters thick that rushed towards 

the five in the sky. Miles of the surrounding area became filled with waves of scorching hot air. Yun 

Che’s face was immediately covered with a painful burning sensation; he was secretly surprised in his 

heart.... It seems that the legend of the Flame Dragon turned out to be true!! Even if it wasn’t a Dragon, 

it should be a Fire Profound Beast of a terrifying level! 

Only the lowest level profound beasts inhabited this inconspicuous Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, but 

surprisingly, it actually harbored this type of frightening existence. 

“Move out of the way!!” 

The suddenly appearing pillar of flames had also surprised the five as they quickly dispersed in different 

directions while still in mid-air. The flame pillar slowly dissipated high up in the sky only after leaping up 

for several hundred of meters. By that time, in front of the cave, the colossal silhouette of a dragon 

came into view. 

With a height that reached a hundred feet and an entire body scarlet-red, like red-hot steel, its 

enormous wings and tail lit with a blazing fire. When the dragon lifted its head, its two scarlet-red eyes 

were full of prestige, and it actually spoke in human speech: “Audacious humans, to actually have the 

impertinence to dare offend and breach into this king’s territory!” 

Its voice was heavy and rough, but even more so emanated a dignity that made one’s heart palpate. The 

senior elder of Burning Heaven Clan stepped up, and said with pretension: “I didn’t expect that in this 

remote and no-name place, there actually resided a dragon.... nevertheless, a Flame Dragon! However, 

with your noble body and compelling power, residing in this sort of place is far too humble of you. After 

we take your Profound Core, we’ll definitely display your power at the pinnacle of Blue Wind Empire, 

what do you think?” 



Burning Heaven Clan’s senior elder Fen Moli had on an arrogant disposition. He didn’t chit-chat for even 

half a sentence and declared his aim. His demeanor more so demonstrated that he was determined to 

win, as if the Flame Dragon’s core was already in his pocket. From the profound energy the Flame 

Dragon was giving off, it should be a ninth level Sky Profound Beast, no different from the gathered 

intelligence. However he, Fen Moli, had already remained in the tenth level of Sky Profound Realm for 

seven years. As one who was half-a-step into the Emperor Profound Realm, it was possible for him to 

strike down this flame dragon all by himself. And furthermore, there were four strong Sky Profound 

Realm practitioners from the same clan right beside him. 

At the same time, their clan’s profound art, the Burning Heaven Arts, allowed them to be capable of 

suppressing profound beasts of the fire attribute. 

Fen Moli’s words thoroughly ignited the Flame Dragon’s temper at once. The flames from its wings and 

tail instantaneously burned with more vigor, and the temperature in the surrounding area sharply rose 

along with its rage: “Insatiable humans, you will pay the ultimate price for your arrogance and greed. 

This king will incinerate you all into dust!” 

As the furious Flame Dragon’s wings flapped, it’s humongous flaming body took off into the air and 

charged straight at the five people in mid air. 

“Fight!!” 

With the low roar from the senior elder, the five people hastily dispersed at once, respectively at five 

positions surrounding the Flame Dragon. When Flame Dragon violently roared, five scarlet-colored 

flames suddenly shot out from its body like a explosion, turning into five dragon-shaped flames and 

gnawed toward the respective five people. The sweltering heat made Yun Che sweat in suffocation even 

at a distance of over a thousand meters. 

With the exception of Fen Moli, the other four were blown away by the five dragon-shaped flames when 

they hit their protective profound energy. Fen Moli forcibly scattered the dragon-shaped flames with 

profound energy, and with a roar, his body became an afterimage as it instantly approached the Flame 

Dragon’s humongous frame in a flash. The long blade in his hands weaved numerous slashes that 

covered the sky as far, as the eye could see, to then make ear-shattering sounds of colliding metal as the 

slashes rained down onto the Flame Dragon’s body like a storm. 

The enraged Flame Dragon fiercely swung its body, and the enormous dragon’s tail smashed toward Fen 

Moli with destructive force. Fen Moli leaned backwards and in an instant erected protective profound 

energy to his front. With a heavy bang, the enormous dragon’s tail violently crashed into Fen Moli’s 

protective profound energy, and broke the resilient protective profound energy into pieces as if it were 

made of glass. Fen Moli rapidly retreated backwards with a ghastly face, and hastily yelled: “Its body is 

too tenacious, don’t come too near!!” 

As the other four Sky Profound Realm powerhouses heard the voice, they immediately stopped and a 

long blade appeared in everyone’s hands. Flames flared atop the body of their blades. 

“Burning Heaven Blade —— Seafaring Flame Dragon!!” 

“Burning Heaven Blade —— Thousand Scorching Suns!!” 



“Burning Heaven Blade —— Field Burning Slash!!” 

“Burning Heaven Blade —— Blazing Sun Burns Clouds!!” 

The four were of the same clan, and furthermore were blood-related brothers. They grew up together 

and trained in the profound together, and thus they were awfully familiar with each other and their 

minds were synchronized. They raised their long blades at almost the same time and slashed toward the 

Flame Dragon from tens of meters away. The terrifying blade aura clearly drew ripples in space and 

pressed directly toward the Flame Dragon; a slash from the right; a slash from the left; a slash from 

above; a slash from below; the slashes sealed all of the Flame Dragon’s possible paths of advancement 

and retreat. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The Flame Dragon’s body was gigantic, making its movements not very nimble. The four blade auras all 

hacked onto its body, and left four lines of very light marks on the surface of its body, making it 

somewhat lose its balance. Fen Moli’s counterattack also all of a sudden, struck; no one knew when he 

appeared above the Flame Dragon, but a tremendously heavy slash collided with the Flame Dragon’s 

head. 

“ROOOOOARR!!!” 

The Flame Dragon that felt the pain let out an enraged roar and the surface of its body abruptly 

exploded with a huge ball of scorching flames. The instantaneous blistering heat wave pressed the five 

people back far far away. Although their Burning Heaven Arts allowed them to have a certain amount of 

resistance against fire, they couldn’t resist all the fire. Not giving any breathing room for the Flame 

Dragon, they quickly pressed back after getting pushed away. The blade auras that seemed to even slash 

open space, ruthlessly fell downwards onto the Flame Dragon’s body again and again. 

Clang! Boom! Bang! Huu~~~~ 

The sound of blade auras cutting through air, the sound of flames exploding, the ear-splitting sound of 

collision..... almost resounded across the entire Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range as the low level 

profound beasts in the surrounding areas ran amok in fear. Small hills were slashed into pieces one by 

one, and even the ground became filled with countless fissures. 

Yun Che hid on a hill far away and watched the Sky Profound Realm battle while holding his breath. This 

kind of formation and battle was rare even in the history of the Blue Wind Empire and at this time, was 

actually being watched by him, a mere fourth level of the Elementary Profound Realm. 

He didn’t dare to go closer, because either touching the Flame Dragon’s fire or the Burning Heaven 

Clan’s blade auras, or even the residue waves, could undoubtedly take his life. 

The battle became more and fiercer as the surrounding air temperature continued to rise. The Flame 

Dragon’s strength was unquestionable, but facing five opponents with similar levels of strength, it fell 

into a disadvantage from the very start. However, it still had the tenacious body that a human would 

never reach, so even if the Burning Heaven Clan’s five people held the advantageous position, it was 

fundamentally impossible for them to do anything within this short amount of time. 



“It seems that sooner or later, this Flame Dragon will be seized by them.” Yun Che muttered in a low 

voice. 

“Then you’ve truly underestimated dragons.” Jasmine said in an ice-cold voice: “Although it is a mere 

low level dragon, it nevertheless is a true dragon! Unlike false dragons such as the Flood Dragon and 

reptilian dragons, true dragons possess extremely high intelligence; they can even conceal their true 

strength to better protect themselves. These people are under the impression that it is merely a Sky 

Profound Beast; as a result, they only brought out a person who’s only half a step in the Emperor 

Profound Realm. But unfortunately, it’s nevertheless.... a genuine beast at the Emperor Profound Realm, 

through and through!” 

(TL: Flood Dragon – dragon of legends that brings rain and flood) 

Yun Che’s entire face was full of astonishment. 

“At the moment, it’s merely toying with its opponents in order to show weakness to the enemies, and 

then pull the opponents into a certain death match. The moment it bares its true fangs, these five 

people, with the person half-a-step in the Emperor Profound included.... should all not think of leaving 

this place alive.” 

As Yun Che heard this, his heart chilled. This dragon was unexpectedly this insidiously cunning! 

As the fight became increasingly intense, the battle shifted toward the south, drawing them further and 

further away from the cave. It was obvious that the Flame Dragon was deliberately doing this to prevent 

the battle’s repercussions from harming the cave it dwelled in.... 

Eh? Cave? 

Yun Che’s unwavering gaze immediately fixed onto the cave. 

It was indeed a true dragon’s.... or even better, was the cave that a true Emperor Profound Dragon 

inhabited! 

It was not known for how long the name Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range came into existence, but it was 

unlikely to be as short as a mere hundred years. This implied that the Flame Dragon had lived inside this 

cave for no less than a century’s worth of time. Yet a dragon’s life span was far longer, so much that 

they may live a thousand years; it was not entirely improbable that they may even live past several 

millennia. A dragon was a noble type of profound beast, so there should be no way possible that one 

would willingly stay in such a common area. Perhaps there was a rare and exquisite treasure hidden 

inside this cave that made it unwilling to leave! 

Even if there weren’t any, since it had lived here for such a long time, it probably ought to have shedded 

a fair amount of dragon skin and scales? For anything that came off a dragon’s body, even if shedded, 

were all still treasures! 

The current him was at the fourth level of the Elementary Profound Realm, the resulting achievement 

he gained after a period of four months. Although that speed was sufficient enough to be astonishing, 

like before, his strength was still only situated at the bottom end of the Blue Wind Empire. If the inside 

of this cave actually contained some sort of rare and exquisite treasure, then it was inevitable that it 

would bring great benefits to his cultivation of the profound. 



After he took a quick glance at his current own invisible state, he suddenly clenched his teeth: Screw it! 

The largest amount of profit often are accompanied with the largest amount of risks. If one were to be 

afraid of the slightest thing, they would continuously let this opportunity that was at hand, slip away. It 

would be impossible for cowards to ever scale the summit to the top! 

In addition, he felt a one-of-a-kind, indescribable vague feeling.... that the thing beckoning him a while 

ago, seemed to be inside this very cave! 

“What’re trying to do?” The alert Jasmine asked when she saw Yun Che spring up all of a sudden, with a 

luminous gaze in his eyes, as he stared at the cave. 

“I’m about to infiltrate that cave to take a look! Since it is a dragon’s lair, perhaps there may be some 

good items.” Yun Che slowly reasoned. 

“Hmph. As expected, humans are all insatiable! Remnants of their battle are everywhere so if you even 

get touched by a little bit of it, you would be dead in a flash! Do you really not care about your own 

life?” 

“Rest assured, with the hiding capability of the Star Concealing Grass, even one at the Emperor 

Profound Realm wouldn’t know any better! The present location they’re fighting at, is now far away 

from the cave. As long as I take a long detour around them, I’m sure that it’s unlikely for me to be 

affected.” 

Just a moment ago, this princess had told you that the true dragon possessed extreme intellect. Even if 

the middle of its cave indeed has some sort of treasure, it’s certainly not an item that you can easily 

obtain.” 

But Yun Che had already ignored Jasmine’s discouragement. As he carefully concealed his figure and 

odor, he passed through the left side of the mountain in a roundabout way and headed in the direction 

of the cave’s entrance. 

 


